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MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

Van Dresser Corp. execs change mind;
say no to locating in Industrial Park
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Tonight: Partly cloudy and
mild. Low 60 te 65. Southwest
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny and
very warm. High in the mid to
upper 80s.
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NATIONAL

WORLD

WASHINGTON — President Bush is flying to a naval base to pay
last respects to the victims of the USS Iowa explosion as he starts a
four-day trip including a visit to California and a reunion with former
President Reagan.
WASHINGTON — Vice President Dan Quayle is leaving on a
whirlwind trip to Australia and Southeast Asia where he'll mix policy
discussions with ceremonial duties and tourism.
NORFOLK, Va. — The scarred battleship USS Iowa returned home
quietly to tearful loved ones exchanging embraces with the 1,500 crew
members, who wore black armbands in memory of 47 shipmates killed
in a gun turret explosion.
WASHINGTON — Lane Kirkland sees the "sanctification of
greed" he attributes to the Reagan years beginning to crumble, bringing favorable winds to the sails of the movement he often refers to as a
ship.

STATE
FRANKFORT— Even governors like to record their trips, but governors don't generally carry around a video camera while going hither
and yon. They get someone else to do that. And in one case, it seems,
it took five people to carry the load. And it cost $15,043.37.
ST. MARY — Despite its overcrowded prisons, one facet of Kentucky's corrections system is being used as a model in other states: a
privately operated prison.
PRESTONSBURG — A United Mine Workers official contends
that proposed revisions of a mine safety law could lead to increased
fire danger and a reduction in the numbers of physical inspections in
the nation's mines.

SPORTS
NEW YORK — The Washington Redskins made the predictable trade
for the predictable players/ the Cleveland Browns tried to clone Ozzie
Newsome and the first eight picks were the eight just about everyone
thought they'd be.
GREEN BAY, Wis. — Tony Mandarich can hoist 600 pounds on
his shoulders, and with a grimace and a grunt make it move. But can
he carry the Green Bay Packers, who have just four winning seasons in
the two decades since their second of two straight Super Bowl
victories?
CHICAGO — It took the Chicago Blackhawks 80 games and six
months to learn that winning teams need to play good defense. It's
taken them only a couple of weeks to find out that defense can be
enjoyable, too.

Joel Rosenberg, executive vice
president of Van Dresser, Corp..
Troy, Michigan, announced today
that Van Dresser will not be locating a plant at the Industrial Park in
Murray.
The plant, which was to locate in
the 51,200 sq. ft. Speculation
Building in the Industrial Park on
Hwy. 641 North, would have
employed 80 people initially and
grown later to 120 jobs.
"It is with deepest regret that I
must notify you that Van Dresser
Corporation must cancel plans to
open the Murray plant," according
to a letter from Van Dresser officials. "As ironic as it seems, the
same technological excellence
which spurred the growth we are
experiencing within Van Dresser
has caused the cancellation of the
Murray plant. Testing in the past
several weeks confirmed the effectiveness of a new manufacturing
process which essentially doubles
the capacity of our current capital
equipment, rendering current facility expansion into the Murray plant
unnecessary at this time.
"Various alternative scenarios
were considered in which we
(Cont'd on page 2)

On the rail again

Fred Furminger of Buffalo, N.Y., a member of the Motor Car Collectors of America, cruises into Murra
late Saturday afternoon as part of weekend Bluegrass '89 celebration. Murray residents had an opportunity to view the cars as they pulled into the depot on Saturday. Over 75 rairoad car collectors participated
Clan' photo by Dan Loudy
in the event.

North trial in third day of deliberations )
WASHINGTON (AP) — Jurors
were returning to deliberations in
the Oliver North trial after a oneday break spent under the watchful
eyes of U.S. marshals to ensure
that they did not talk about the case
outside the jury room.
Today's session marks the third
day of deliberations in North's trial
on charges of lying to Congress,

misappropriating funds and conspiring to commit tax fraud in the
Iran-Contra scandal.
The jurors spent about three
hours in the jury room Saturday
before taking off the rest of the
weekend. They are being housed in
a downtown hotel and are accompanied by marshals to make sure
there are no outside influences

about the trial.
The jurors are forbidden to talk
about the case, even among themselves, w-hen they are not in deliberations. Their families were allowed to visit them during Sunday's
day off.
North is charged with 12 criminal counts that include lying to
Congress, obstructing congression-
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LONDON — The dollar was
mixed in thin early European
trading today. Gold prices fell.
Foreign currency dealers said
the dollar will have difficulty
shrugging off last week's European interest rate shuffle. They
said the start of trading on Wall
Street later today might give
new impetus to dollar selling.
In Tokyo, where trading ends
before Europe's business day
begins, the dollar fell 0.07 yen
to a closing 131.38. Later, in
London, it was quoted at 131.30
yen.

al and presidential inquiries, and
making personal use of Iran-Contra
funds.
Most of the charges carry penalties of five years in prison and
S250.000 fines upon conviction.
with the total possible punishment
being 60 years and fines of 53
million.

Murray High

captures state
speech title;
CCHS second
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By MARK COOPER

Partly cloudy
and mild

MONDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 24, 1989

State champion Murray High Speech Team: (bottom row, from left) Allison Ward, Karen Mikulcik, Jody
Borge, David Gish, Laramie Simpson, Rachel Greer, Gene Cook,(second row, from left) Shannon Hazier,
Leigh Baker, Kaylin Haverstock, Leslie Weatherford, Melanie Julian, Jennifer Fairbanks, (third row,
from left) Chris Portner, Chris Edwards, William Beale, John Dailey, David Vaughan, Daniel Cohen,
Dawn Greer and Andy Vaughan.
Staff photo by Dan Loudy

The Murray Fgh Speech Team
successfully defe ded its state title
Saturday in Bowling Green, defeating rival Calloway County by one
point.
The Tigers compiled 179 points
while Calloway County placed second with 178 points. Boone County
place third with 109 points.
Sixty-three senior high schools
from across the state participated in
the state tournament held at Western Kentucky University Friday
and Saturday.
Honors went to:
• Extemporaneous Speaking -Dawn Greer, first; and Shannon
Hazier, fifth.
• Lincoln-Douglas Debate
Scott Rose, first.
• Persuasive Speaking — Dawn
Greer, first; Leigh Baker, second:
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McKinney wants considerations for Lyon
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Lyon County Judge-Executive Terry McKinney didn't want the state
to turn the Western Kentucky Farm
Center into a medium-security prison. But now that it has been done,
he wants some considerations for
his county.
"We do feel if the state is goipg
to force things on the community
that are not desirable, they need to
reassess their position on things we

•
feel arc desirable," McKinney
said.
McKinney said most county residents — he estimated 80 percent —
opposed changing the farm center's
current minimum-security status.
But they will also accept it.
"We hope to make the best of
what, at this point, we feel is a
very bad decision for Lyon County," McKinney said.
McKinney said cooperation from
4

state government and the Wilkinson administration has been much
better since he first learned of the
plan a few months ago from a news
reporter.
"We do feel we have an open
channel of communication to the
governor's office," McKinney
said.
McKinney said there are a host
of problems that accompany the
prisons in Lyon County, including
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strains on law enforcement, social
services and the court system. The
state's only maximum -security
prison is also located in Lyon
County.
Though he has received no specific assurances, McKinncy said he
believes the state will help. _
In a news release, Wilkinson
said he has considered the opinions
(Coned on page 2)
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.
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Van Dresser...

4, •

Performers honored at the second %iewing of the Murray-Calloway
County Retirement Rating Task Force sideos were Alice and Mel
Witte, from left, and Claudia Johnston and her children, Sarah and
Timothy. Pictured at center is Task Force public relations director
Anne Adams.
Photo rtt

Laura Duiser
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LEGAL NOTICE
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
In accordance with KRS 176.051, Kentucky's noxious weed law, the Kentucky

7.7 •:`,

Transportation Cabinet will destroy noxious weeds on state-owned right of way ai
the request of the adjoining property owner.
The noxious weeds named in the law are Johnson grass, giant foxtail. Canada
thistles, nodding thistles, and multiflora rose.
Persons who own property adjacent to state right of way and who are involved
in eradication efforts on their prOperty can submit a written application to the
highway district office in their area. Applications and addresses of each district will
be located at state highway maintenance garages.
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Discounts Of
10f-c On Driveways
Until May 30th
Ask Us About
Seal Coating

•Streets
•Subdivisions
•Parking Lots
•Grading
•Excavating

"Driveways A Speciality"
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(Cont'd from page
would still occupy the facility;
however, the best scenario would
create only a handful of jobs and
does not accomplish the goals of
either Van Dresser or Murray," the
letter continued.
"We at Van Dresser feel strongly
about Moray. While we never
began operatipns, we felt that Murray was in fact a part of the Van
Dresser family and we sincerely
hope that circumstances in the
future will allow us to ultimately
expand into Murray.
"Please tell us if there is anything we can do to assist you in
finding a replacement business for
your facility," the letter said. "It is
important that both you and prospective tenants understand that this
decision is entirely driven by a
technological breakthrough and
that our views of Murray are actually stronger than the day we
selected your city for our new
facility."
"We are certainly dissappointed
in the decision of the Van Dresser
Corp. to withdraw their plans for
opening their first southern plant,"
according to Buddy Buckingham,
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Economic Development
Corporation (MCEDC). "Much
work and effort went into this project and Van Dresser fully expected
this to become one of their primary
plants. Rapidly advancing technology has enabled them to greatly
increase their present capacity in
existing facilities," he said.
"While we regret this set-back, it
is not going to damage our present
economic base," Buckingham said.
"We certainly appreciate the efforts
of all local and state officials who
have been so helpful in this project
and plans to market our building
are already underway."
Steve Zea, executive vice president of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce,
said that the Chamber will begin to
market the building immediately.
"We hope to show the building
in the next few days and continue
an active marketing program until
the building is filled," Zea said.
"We built the building to create
jobs for Calloway Countians and
we will pursue that goal. Prior to
Van Dresser's announcement, the
MCEDC showed the building to 11
companies in.five months. We will
create a very agressive marketing
program that will produce new
opportunities."
"Although this is a set-back, we
will continue to pursue jobs and
industry," according to Chamber
president Walt Apperson. "We
have other prospects for the spec
building and will continue our
marketing efforts. The annual dinner will include our thanks to existing industry for the high employment and expansions we are experiencing here."
Buckingham will present an
overview of the strong economic
picture locally at the meeting set
for April 25 at the Curris Center.
The 4.5 million plant was to produce interior trim panels (headliners, door panels) for automobile
industries.
The 4.5 million plant was to produce interior trim panels (headliners, door panels) for automobile
industries.
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Hello
Stranger!

County
Attorney

Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city?
WELCOME
As
WAGON
Representative, its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being

• 711• -1515r..!

a newcomer
,

By bringing you some useful
gifts Community into Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

9/VelorarSOk
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Host•ss Ingeborg Kong 492 83413
Ammon.-

Asst. Calloway County Attorney David Harrington and County Deputy
Sheriff start a Neighborhood Watch in the Bethel Church Area.(left to
right) Phillip Rogers, Treasurer: Linda Rowland. Vice President and
Toppie Moore. President.
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HE WORKS
to Make Murray and Calloway County
Safe and Crime Free
by Establishing

First banquet
citing school
and business
partners held
The First Banquet for the
Murray-Calloway County School
Business Partnerships was held on
April 18, 1989, at the Curris Center. Winners for the MurrayCalloway County School Business
Partnerships' Logo Contest were
honored.
The first place winner, whose
logo will be the official logo for
the Partnerships Program was
Charles Tidwell, Calloway County
High School. Charles will be
receiving a $100 Savings Bond for
winning the contest.
The second place winner was
MacRae Coleman, Calloway County Middle School, who will receive
a S50 Savings Bond.
The third place winner, receiving
a $25 Savings Bond was Jennifer
Bland, Calloway County High
School.
All finalists and their parents
from each grade level from the
Murray Independent Schools and
the Calloway County Schools were
also honored. Winners in each
school and their grade level
include:
East Calloway Elementary —
Whitney Coleman, third grade;
Trey O'Neal, fourth grade; and
Troy Gcurin, fifth grade.
North Calloway Elementary —
Jemmia Leys, first grade; Chris
Wilder, second grade; Bruce Conway, third grade; Jeremy Chapman,
fourth grade; and Christina Thorn,
fifth grade.
Southwest Calloway Elementary — Matthew Yezerski, first
grade; Jenny Fotsch, second grade;
Daisy Watkins, third grade; Nathan
Keller. fourth grade; and Hilary
Lyons, fifth grade.
Calloway Middle School —
MacRae Coleman, sixth grade; and
David Asbury, eighth grade.
Calloway High School — Charles Tidwell, ninth grade; Jennifer
Bland. 10th grade; Cecil Clayton,
I I th grade; and Kathy Musser,
12th grade.
Robertson Center — Elizabeth
Balmer, first grade: and Andrew
Griffin, second grade.
Carter Elementary — Liza
Griffin, third grade; and Tyler
Powers, fourth grade.
Murray Middle — Shauna
Waller, fifth grade; Keisa Bennett.
sixth grade; Tory Holton, seventh
grade; and Peter Johnson, Scott
McKeel and Deidre Malinauskas,
eighth grade.
Murray High — Suelene Chu.
ninth grade; Erik Underwood, 10th
grade; T. J. Gradisher, 11th grade;
and Lance Balmer, 12th grade.
Logo winners were chosen by a
team from the Kentucky Arts
Council. Approximately 250 people
attended the banquet honoring the
Murray-Calloway County School
Business Partnerships and the logo
rt-mtCSt winners.

KSP reports
area accident
The Kentucky State Police
reported a two-car accident Sunday
in Aurora involving Murray
residents.
According to the report filed by
Trooper George Bell. Don Bucy,
20, Murray, was travelling east on
U.S. 68 around 4 p.m. and was
attempting to make a turn. Melissa
Patterson, 23, Hazel, apparently did
not see Bucy turning and struck his
‘chicle in the rear.
Bucy sustained minor injuries
'hat did not need medical attention.
Passengers in Bucy's car, Emily
Bucy, 19, and Mark Jones, 20, both
of Murray, were not injured. Passengers in Patterson's car, Sharron
Eaves, 34, and Lisa Bohannon, 28,
both of Murray, along with Patterson, also were not injured. All
occupants in Patterson's car were
wearing seat belts. According to
the report, Don Bucy was not not
wearing his scat belt.
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Two Murray State alumni
to receive special awards
Two Murray State University
alumni who exemplify excellence in
service to others will receive the 1989
Distinguished Alumnus Awards presented Saturday evening, April 29, by
the MSU Alumni Association.
Dr. Ted Callicott,'49 and Dr. John
C. Snider, '61, will be honored with
the awards at the annual alumni
banquet,scheduled at 7 p.m. Saturday
in the Curris Center ballroom.
The honorees will also be recognized, along with past Distinguished
Alumnus winners from the class of'39
— Lewis Applegate, Sen. Pat McCuiston and Dr. John Quenermous -- at a
reception at 6 p.m. in the mid-level
lounge in the Curris Center. The
reception is sponsored by the Student
Alumni Association.
Elected in 1987 as Grand Exalted
Ruler (national president) of the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks
of the United States of America,
Callicott is known for his longtime
involvement in civic and charitable
works.
The Paris, Tenn., dentist was initiated into Paris Lodge No.816,BP0
Elks of the USA in 1955 and has
offered leadership to the organization
on the local and state levels. He has
served as Past Grand Exalted Ruler in
1988-89.
Active in his profession and his
church, Callicott is a member of the
7th District Dental Society, the Tennessee and American Dental Associations and First Baptist Church in
Paris.
Callicott earned-the B.S. degree at
Murray State following his discharge
from the U.S. Air Force in 1946. He

Speech...

Those placing for Calloway
County included:
• Extemporaneous Speaking —
Jon Rose, second; and Loren Wisehart, third.
• Lincoln-Douglas Debate —
April Erkman, second; and Tim
Barnes, third.
• Storytelling — Patrick Orr,
first; Stephen Lovett, second; and
Jamie Futrell, third.
• Broadcasting — Shane Black,
second.
• Informative Speaking — Jon
Rose, second.
• Poetry — Laura Jones, second.
The Murray High Speech Team
is coached by Mark Etherton, Sherri Mills, Kelli Burkeen and John
Hawks. The Calloway County
Speech Team is coached by Larry
England.
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received the D.D.S. degree from the
College of Dentistry at the University
of Tennessee in 1952.
He and his wife, the former Betsy
Dye, are the parents of a daughter,
Kathy Ray.
Snider serves as vice chancellor for
academic affairs for the Colorado
State University and secretary of the
state Board of Agriculture, the govcming board for the system.
Known for his work in community
education, Snider began his association with CSU in 1970, directing a
basic education program and serving
as an associate professor. He was
named assistant academic vice president and director for the Division of
Continuing Education at Colorado
State in 1975 and served as executive
assistant to the chancellor of the CSU
system in 1986-87.
Active in the National University
Continuing Education Association
(NUCEA), Snider served as its president in 1985-86 and received the
association's most prestigious award,
the Julius M. Nolte Award for Extraordinary Leadership, in 1987.
A U.S. Army veteran when he came
to Murray State, Snider earned the
B.S. degree in English and language
arts and the M.S. degree in education
in 1963.
Ile earned the Ph.D. degree in
continuing education and higher education administration at Florida State
University in 1970.
Snider and his wife,the former Alex
Stanley, are the parents of three
children: Rhonda Holley, Maria
Stowers and John Jr.

Lyon...

(Cont'd from page 1)
and Melanie Julian, fourth.
• Solo Acting — Laramie Simpson, second; and Jody Borge, third.
• Duo Acting — Melanie Julian
and David Vaughan, third.
• Storytelling — William Beale.
fifth.
• Prose Interpretation — David
Vaughan, fourth.
• Informative Speaking — Allison Ward, fifth; and Shannon Hazier, sixth.
Murray High School also won
the Steve Briggs Memorial trophy
for sustained excellence in speech,
the second time the school has
received the award.

(Cont'd from page I)
of local leaders and, "I have agreed in my discussions with them to
provide whatever support the state
can in ensuring a smooth transition
of this western Kentucky facility."
Press Secretary Doug Alexander
said no specifics were mentioned.
''The assurances we want to give
them is whatever issues come up,
we're going to be there with you,"
Alexander said.
Beyond social services, there are
other topics of concern to Lyon
County residents, McKinney said.
Foremost is a desire to obtain
hazardous duty retirement benefits
for correctional officers. That issue
has been simmering for many years
in the General Assembly.
McKinney also mentioned that
the state owns about 500 acres
along the shore of Lake Barkley
that was long ago designated to be
a new state park. Nothing has ever
been done about developing it.
Eddyville Mayor Jerry Peek said
he was not informed of the decision Friday and the state should
provide pther items that will help
the community.
"I thought we ought to get more
than a medium-security prison out
of the deal," Peek said.
The change at the prison was
prompted by the state's efforts to
get its prisckers out of local jails in
order to comply with court orders.
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Your Individual Horoscope
FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 1989
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
A chance to do your own thing and
to make more money comes now in
business. Accent originality to be
successful. Dare to take a chance on
your talents and potentials

lider

ni
Is

TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You're visionary in outlook today
and can see things in the large. A
business opportunity may involve
travel. Watch arguments with close
ties about money in the p.m.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
An
investment
opportunity
requires taking a chance but it looks
very promising. You may be too
insistent on your own way with loved
ones tonight. Safeguard relationships.

THE FAR SIDE

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
0116
It could be the start of a beautiful
relationship today for you. Partners
reach new levels of understanding.
Impatience and temperament can
undermine efflciency on the job.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You're ready to embark in a new
direction in business. A splendid
opportunity could come now. A
pleasure outing will be spoiled if you
get into a quarrel with a friend.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
It could be a sudden chance to
travel as well as love at first sight for
you today. Creative types get new
leads about the marketing of their
talents. Don't force issues in
business.

By GARY LARSON
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LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
aft
An opportunity to invest in
property or to make a residence
change comes unexpectedly today
You could be drawn into an argument
in the evening hours with one who's
temperamental
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
COE
You'll get the chance today to enter
a partnership. Couples may make
sudden plans for a trip away together.
Post-morning there's a tendency to
fight about money.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A new source of income arises
now. You may be offered an unusual
job opportunity. With partners there's
a need for give and take. Don't come
on too strong tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You could take up a new hobby
today. Romance is exciting and
comes unexpectedly. Couples may
decide it's time for a visit from the
stork. Downplay frictions on the job.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Home becomes your special
hideaway. You'll be making changes
now to make your environment more
pleasant for you. Social life is not
favored if you're going to argue.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
)41111'
assig
New friendships come into your
life today. Plans are suddenly made
for a pleasure trip. You work well
with groups, but some tension could
exist with an authority figure.
YOU BORN TODAY are innovative
and work best when you're inspired.
Usually you do better on your own
than in partnership. You have a
reflective side and are often known
as a connoisseur in what you do. Your
splendid imagination gives you a gift
for story telling and other artistic
pursuits. Financial security is
important to you, but it should not be
gained at the sacrifice of your
creative potentials. Birthdate of: Ella
Fitzgerald, singer;
Guglielmo
Marconi, inventor; and Edward R.
Murrow, news broadcaster.
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Murray State University music
educators Scott Erickson and Dr.
Richard Scott have been selected to
serve on the faculty for the 1989
Kentucky Governor's School of the
Arts (GSA).
A joint program of the Kentucky
Center for the Arts and the Kentucky
Department of the Arts, GSA is
scheduled July 2-22 at Bellarmine
College in Louisville.

Police help with
CHAMP event
On Saturday, the Murray Police
Department participated in a program sponsored by the local
CHAMPS organization. The program served a variety of needs, but
for law enforcement it gave the
children in attendance a different
look at a police officer. The program, held at Racer Arena, attracted
approximately 75 children.
The portion of the morning was
devoted to fingerprinting and video
filming the children for identification purposes. Officer Cunningham
and Murray Cablevision were kept
busy during the session.
Activities such as this allow
children a new view of the police
officer and provides a base of trust
for the officers in our community,
a spokesman for the department
said.

Erickson, an instructor in the Department of Music, and Scott, an
assistant professor, were named to the
GSA faculty based on their applications and personal interviews, according to Dr. Roger Reichrnuth, chairman of the department.
He noted that the musicians are
continuing a Murray State tradition at
GSA -- Kay Bates, associate professor, and John Schlabach, instructor,
previously served on the school's
faculty.
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1 Mature
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38 Musial ID
40 Redact
42 Sum
45 Beverage
47 War god
49 Gordon or
Storm
50 Aleutian
island
52 Knocks
54 Loring iflits
55 Nickel
symbol
56 Advance in
rank
59 River in
Siberia
61 Consume
63 Revolve
65 Leases
66 Tantalum
symbol
67 Employ

1 Consumed
4 Therefore
6 Foot lever
11 Male goose
13 Dried grape
15 Printer's
measure
16 Manage
18 Negative
19 Matlock
star mils
21 South
African
Dutch
22 State flower
of Utah
24 Exclamation
of pity
26 Trickle
28 Legal matter
29 — of Honor
31 Slaughter of
baseball
33 Note of
scale
34 Stalk
36 Lampreys

Police assist
with lock-in
On Friday, the Murray Police
Department and the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
assisted the "Just Say No" Club at
Calloway County High School with
a "lock-in" activity. Sheriff J.D.
Williams and Sergeant William
Cullop particiapted in the check-in
process of those attending during
the period from 8-11 p.m.
At 11 p.m. the doors were secured and the activity began bolsering a drug and alcohol-free event.
This is but one example of the concern local law enforcement
expresses in drug and alcohol use
among our young adults, a spokesman for the departments said.
To combat this problem all must
assume roles and responsibilities.
A community effort is the only
successful method of dealing with
activities toward drug and alcohol
abuse, the spokesman added.

The Governor's School for the Arts
is a residential program for 120-150
artistically talented rising high school
juniors and seniors from across Kentucky. The program includes classes,
lectures and performances in the
disciplines of creative writing, dance,
drama, instrumental and vocal music
and visual an
Founded in 1986, GSA is funded
with an appropriation from the Kentucky General Assembly and through
private sources.
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Jim Wright just followed a well-beaten path
Initiative is a wonderful quality, part of
what made America great.
For example, there used to be a cop on
the South Side who made a practice of
carrying a couple of dozen wood pencils in
his pocket while on duty
When he stopped a motorist for a traffic
violation, he would explain the seriousness
of the offense
Then, in a friendly manner, he would
say: "I have three kinds of pencils which I
sell — a $5 pencil, a $10 pencil and a $25
pencil."
Depending on the degree of the violation,
he would then tell the motorist what kind of
pencil was appropriate. A speeder might
need a $25 pencil, while a yellow-light
jumper might require only the $5 model.
That cop sold a lot of pencils, since $5,
$10 or $25 was cheaper than taking a day
off work and going downtown to Traffic
Court.
And years ago we had a Cook County
assessor who was talented as an artist.
When a new, tall office building went up
in Chicago, the assessor might photograph

it, then set up Pus easel and do the building
in watercolor, his specialty.
He or one of his associates would then
show the drawing to the building's owner.
Real estate people are aware that the
county assessor decides how much their
bwldins are worth for tax purposes. So
most of :hem would marvel at the beauty
of the paintings. And, of course, they would
insist on buying the masterpieces.
A real estate executive once showed me
his painting. It had been stored for years in
a closet in his building.
-What do you think it cost us?" he asked.
I guessed about 50 bucks.
"It was 10 thou," he said, "and worth
every penny of it."
These nostalgic memories of initiative
came back to me while thinking about
House Speaker Jim Wright and his remarkable book deal.
I know that he's accused of a wide
variety of hanky-panky, but as a writer
myself, I'm most intrigued by his literary
career.
If you have followed the Wright case, you
know that a few years ago, he tossed

together scale of his old speeches, idle
thoughts and tidbits of wisdom, and a
friend of his in the printing business turned
it into a thin book.
It has been hailed by critics as being
useless, banal and not worth reading.
Now, this isn't the first book ever published about which these things have been
said. But what made Wright's book unusual
was the deal he got from his publisher.
A standard book contract gives the
author between 10 percent and 15 percent
of the retail price of the book, depending on
how many copies it sells. For paperbacks,
the writer gets as little as 5 percent.
Put Speaker Wright received 55 percent

of the sale price, which may be the best
royalty deal in publishing history.
When this came out last year, I wrote an
open letter to Wright's publisher, pleading
with hun to handle my books.
He never responded, which saddened me.
On the other hand, I could understand why
he ignored me.
Unlike Wright, I don't have a campaign
committee with a big financial war chest.
So my non-existent campaign committee
couldn't throw $265,000 in campaign printing business to the man who printed
Wright's book.
Another fascinating aspect to Wright's
literary career was that he didn't bother
with bookstores, where books are usually
sold.
His books were sold at political rallies
and to people who wanted to be Wright's
friend. When you are speaker of the U.S.
House of Representatives, one of the most
powerful jobs in America, boy, are there a
lot of folks who want to be your friend.
And it has also turned out that a university in Texas bought a big batch of the
books.

That happened after Wright gave a
speech at the university. As we all know,
congressmen often receive something
called an "honorarium" for giving a
speech. Or for just having breakfast with
rich influence-seekers. Some call it a
"fee." Others, less charitable, call it a
bribe.
However, there is a legal limit on how
much a congressman can receive in a year
for blah-blahing an audience. And when
Wright made the university speech, he had
reached the limit.
But there was nothing to prevent the
university from buying a brickload of
Wright's dust-covered books.
And as Wright keeps pointing out, there's
nothing illegal about selling books.
So what does all this tell us? It tells us
what initiative can do. ,
The pencil-selling cop had it. So did the
art-selling assessor. And so has the bookselling speaker of the House.
The same instincts. The only differences
are the products and the customers. And
the price.
Copyright 1909 The Chicago Tnbuve
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the daily newspapers, or
watch the evening news to understand the impact that a caring adult
can have on a young person. A Girl
S.out leader can sometimes pro.
sde the e\tra support and loving
care a girl needs when she is hayproblems at home. Girl Scout
leaders do indeed make a differthe lives .of eirls.
7Ca,1

Sunda‘ was National Girl Scout
Leaders Day and each of you are
urged to salute this dedicated group
of people who are commited to
making this world a better place hy
molding our youth into the leaders
0: tomorrow.

By JO BURKEEN
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Thiri ,ears ago
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court has announced it will receive
Hds for construction of Calloway
County consolidated high school
until Slav 12 at 9 a.m. The court
members also raised their salaries
from S15 to S100 per month.
Delta Sigma -Affiliate at Murray
State College will be installed as a
local chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity May 22-24.
Elected as of ficers of Home
Department of Murray Woman's
Club ered Mrs. O.J.Jennings,
Mrs. Rweila Outland. Mrs. Bun
Swann, Mrs. Robert Etherton and
Mrs Tommy. Lavendar.
Fort, yars ago
A.B. Austin of Murray was
e.c.ied president of Kentucky
SLhool Boards Association at a
mccting held in Louisville. John NI.
of Benton was elected
th:rd vice president.
Letter earners from West Kentu,.ky District Association of Letter
arriers met April 23 in Murray.
B Ford of Murray was toastmas:er at the banquet.
Mrs. Hansel! Ezell, Mrs. Hal
Tucker. Mrs. Howard 6v:fell and
Mrs. Loyd Cunningham are new
officers of Kirksey High School
Unit of Parent-Teacher Association. Mrs. Johnnie Walker is retiring president.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Jones, April
l X.
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Dear Editor,
The members of the Murray.
State University' Student Branch of
the Association for Childhood Education International (ACEI) along
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with East Elementary, North
Elementary and Southwest Elementary Schools wish to express sincere appreciation to all citizens
who participated in the recent 4th
Annual Spellathon. It is a pleasure
to announce that the gross receipts
for this year's event was S8,898.29.
The proceeds of this event will be
used to purchase needed materials
for each teacher's room and for the
professional development and
scholarship fund of future teachers
of the MSU Student Branch of
ACEI.
We wish to express gratitude to
the managers of Wal-Mart, K-Mart,
J.C. Penney, Radio Shack and
.Sears for their contributions of
incentive gifts for the children.
Special thanks also to the following
restuarants for their contributions
of gift certificates: Arby's Boston
Tea Party, Golden Corral, Captain
D's, Homeplace, McDonald's
Seven Seas, Jerry's, Sirloin Stockade, Kentucky Fried Chicken, Shoney's, Paglais and Subby's.
Ray Dunn, coordinator
Cheryl Pratt, chair
ACEI Spellathon

PA Cte0•

Today In History
Today is Monday', April 24. the 114th day of 1989. There are 251 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 24th, 1800, Congress approved a bill establishing the Library
of Congress in Washington, D.C., appropriating $5,000 "for the purchase
of such books as may he necessary."
On this date:
In 1704, the first American newspaper printed on a regular basis, the
"Boston News Letter," was published for the first time.
In 1792, the French national anthem "La Marseillaise" was composed
by Claude-Joseph Rouget de Lisle.
ft
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warded to psotal authorities in
Washington.
I would like to add a few words
of explanation. Since the letter
itself refers to "mother Catherine
Cappock" and "Catherine's son", I
am not violating a professional secret in saying that the author of this
nuisance mailings is William "Bill"
Cappock, one-time member of the
Murray community, who left the
area with his elderly mother
approximately two years ago. Several years before, I am told, Cappock suffered a severe stroke
which left him physically seriously
handicapped and, apparently, with
brain damage.
His moods and attitutdes fluctuated widely but gradually settled
into relatively lengthy periods of

"persecution- and feelings of having been treated unjustly.
Shortly after he left Murray, letters of anger with accusations of
injustice, etc., have been arriving
in Murray.
Mr. Cappock appears physically
very sick and also appears to be
mentally quite disturbed. So, while
these letters of his are very annoying, Mr. Cappock's condition warrants understanding, sympathy and
forebearnance. However, his postal
behavior has become a federal
issue as an abuse of the United
States Mails.
Sincerely,
Stanley C. Tillman, S.J.
Pastor, St. Leo
Catholic Church
401 N. 12th St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071
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The %welly 1<dier & T irre• (USPS 900 700)

El All other subscribers $59.50.
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own mother, financial swindles by
immediate relatives, illegal maneuverings by respectable attorneys.
The envelope of the letter, postmarked Montgomery, Alabama,
bears my return address and telephone number suggesting that it
was I who sent the letter.
The letter has been sent to countless numbers of individuals and
businesses in Calloway County.
Naturally', the recipients of it arc
confused in regards to the matter
and are calling in for an
explanation.
The matter has been turned over
to the dfederal post-opffice of Murray and the postmaster assures me
that the problem has been forsw-
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To the Editor:
The pastor of a church is
expected, among other things, to be
loving, patient, kind and longsuffering. But where a one-time
member becomes obnoxious. disrespectful, and guilty of infamous
public behavior, the time comes for
him to assume another role.
I refer to the outlandish letter
with which one ex-member of our
community has flooded the area.
The contents of the letter is a
diatribe against several respectable
people in his own immediate family as well as prominent public figures in Calloway County. It contains charges of criminal medical
practices, murder of the writer's

Spellathon organizers
thank participants

LOOKING BACK
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\r-(.loas County. Chamber
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Pastor is concerned over letters
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Free vacations and trips
don't belong in capitol
By S.C. VAN CURON
and TODD DUVALL
FRANKFORT -- Some of the more
unsavory -- and increasingly controversial -- practices of the United States
Congress are sifting down to the
Kentucky General Assembly, and
right now is a good time to bring them
to a halt before they become as
commonplace in Frankfort as they
apparently are in Washington.
We're talking about the free trips to
posh vacation spots and the checks for
speeches or merely attendance at
meetings that special interests are
eager to give powerful lawmakers. In
Congress, the practices have official
sanction, up to a point, but the General
Assembly's ethics guidelines apply
only to a vague prohibition against
accepting gifts of more than S200
value. That may seem fairly definitive
to most people, but it's in the definition of "gift" that the matter becomes
complicated.
The subject arose again last week,
when it was reported that House
Speaker Donald Blandford, Blandford's wife and Senate President Pro
Tern John "Eck" Rose received free
trips to Palm Desert, Calif., in February to a convention sponsored by the
Plantmix Asphalt Industry of Kentucky and the Kentucky Association
of Highway Contractors. The cost of
the week-long convention to members was estimated at about $2,400
each. Blandford and his wife stayed
the entire week. Rose was there the
final three days. Both General Assembly leaders made speeches at the
convention.
That,of course, means the free trips
weren't "gifts" in the strictest sense,
although Mrs. Blandford's trip would
seem to bejust that. The speaker of the
House and president pro tern of the
Senate "earned" their trips to Califor-

nia by way of making speeches.
Both Blandford and Rose insist the
state's road builders willnot receive
any special considerations from them
because of the trips to Palm Desert.
The fact that they had to make that
public assertion, however, shows just
how close to the outer edge of
propriety -- especially in the public's
mind -- the two had gone.
Obviously, legislators have a need
to be knowledgeable about all kinds
of issues that are likely to come before
the General Assembly, including the
road-building industry. But, if the
speaker or the president pro tern had
need to attend a road-builders' convention or any other similar event,
that's a legitimate expense or the
General Assembly and it ought to be
paid from the legislature's own
budgei
This isn't the first time the matter of
free trips has come up. Indeed, the
speaker of the House seems to be
particularly amenable to an airline
ticket and hotel room in a sunny place
in exchange for a 20-minute speech.
When the public finds out about these
free excursions by legislators, however, the perception inevitably is
going to be that the special interest is
buying more than just a speech, and
the damage to the reputation of the
particular legislator and to the General Assembly in general far outweighs whatever benefit may be had
from making the trip.
The solution, of course, is very
simple. Any legislator who can show
a need.to attend a convention, conferby a
ence or seminar sporistir
special interest has the trip financed
by the taxpayers or himself and no one
else. After all, making speeches is part
and parcel of the job of legislator, not
a way to work on a suntan.
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By H. Carlisle Besuden III
Dir. News and Information
The Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association has recommended to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture probably the greatest
changes in support prices for the
Upcoming burley sales season in the
40-year history of the tobacco program.
The cooperative has proposed an
increase of from 5 to 8 cents a pound
on 56 grades,or more than one-half of
the 107 grades in the support price
structure.
Even more dramatic, prices were
lowered from 4 to 29 cents a pound on
39 lower-quality grades. Support
prices on 12 grades are proposed to
remain the same as they were during
the 1988-1989 marketing season.
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The unique change in support prices
was recommended "to encourage
growers to do a better job of growing
and grading their tobacco, and an
incentive to produce their quota," said
Danny McKinney, executive secretary-treasurer of the cooperative.
The cooperative's proposal carries
the top support price of $1.68 a pound
on grade BIER, or a choice tannish
red leaf. Last year, the grade as
supported at $1.61. Additional grades
of leaf at the top of the support price,
include: X1F,C1F and BlF at $1.67 a
pound. These grades also were supported at $1.62 last year.
Other popular BFR and BR grades
also were increased 7 cents a pound
from last year. The highest individual
increase on a grade went to B5R. It

All bulls should be evaluated for
breeding soundness before the beginning of each breeding season, according to a University of Kentucky
veterinarian.
Although 85 percent of bulls turned
out to breed cows will easily pass a
thorough physical exam, the other 15
percent could represent a significant
potential income loss for some farmers, said Duane Miksch, Extension
veterinarian at UK's Research and
Education Center in Princeton.
Bulls should be evaluated from 30 to
90 days before breeding season begins, he said.
"The physical exam will assess the
bull's structural soundness, health and
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The University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture has developed a new
computer program that will help farmers get quick advice on many management problems.
ASK (Agricultural Expert Systems
for Kentucky), eventually will be
available to all Kentucky counties so
agents can quickly look up answers to
farmers' questions, said Harley Raney, Extension pest management
coordinator for the UK College of
Agriculture.
"For example, if a farmer finds an

trips
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of heartworm breeding

proved by the USDA,it should send a
signal to the grower not to mix
different grades of burley in one
package," said John M. Berry Jr.,
president of the Cooperative. "The
main purposes of this proposal are to
encourage growers to increase production and to market a better quality
burley package."

Kentucky dogs are at major risk
to develop potentially fatal heartworm disease. The disease is
spread by mosquitoes, and because
of its vast network of lakes, rivers
and stream — each of which is a
mosquito breeding ground — Kentucky is one of the major national
reservoirs of the disease. This is
Although the cooperative appointed Part Two of a three-part series
a committee to recommend the price dealing with the disease, and deals
support changes to reflect more in line with the cause and progress of the
with market demand, representatives disease.
of all burley tobacco groups were
Heartworm disease is a particuinvited to participate in the discussion larly treacherous infection, because
and analysis of the changes. The there are no visible warning signs
recommended changes have been sent until the disease reaches advanced
to USDA, which can approve them as stages. By this time, your dog may
submitted, or reject all or any part of have suffered serious and often
irreversible damage to the heart,
them.
lungs, liver or kidneys.
The causative agent, Dirofilaria
immitis, a roundworm parasite,
enters the body of the dog as a
microscopic larvae. Within a few
more than 80 percent of the calves. If months,
the larvae migrate to the
the dominant bull is infertile, how- heart where
they grow to
ever, he may still prevent the subordi- hood. They live primarily adultin the
nate bull from breeding cows."
right ventricle of the heart and in
the pulmonary artery, and someMiksch added,"Putting two bulls in
times
the vena cava and hepatic
a breeding pasture may actually devein.
crease the number of cows bred in a
Adult heartworms reach lengths
herd. There is also a real danger of a of
nine to 14 inches and cause
good bull being injured. The safest inflammation
and roughening of
way to use two bulls with one herd of
the artery walls, reducing and
cows is to alternate bulls every seven
sometimes blocking the flow of
or 14 days."
blood within the dog's body.
As the disease progress, your
Other information on breeding dog may begin
to show signs which
soundness evaluations can be ob- include
shortness
of
tained from the county Extension breath,lethargy, frequent
coughing,
agent.
lack of appetite and weight loss. _As
the disease progresses further and
further restriction of the blood flow
is experienced, it may also exhibit
swelling of the extremities and
Another program in the works is
accumulation of excess fluid in the
called KNOW (Kentucky Knowledge
abdomen or other areas.
Retrieval Systems). It is an additional
In some instances, a dog may
to ASK, but it is easier to look up
suddenly
experience an immediateinformation, especially for tobacco
ly
life-threatening
reaction to a
pesticide information, Raney said.
severe infection in which large
"KNOW is expected to be released
with ASK. The tobacco section is
complete, and the system also will
contain other general information, as
well," he said. "Eventually we hope to
add homeowner and other information to the list."

well being," Miksch said."The importance of sound feet and legs on a bull
expected to travel over a pasture
cannot be over-emphasized."
Bulls that are either too thin or too
fat will likely have impaired ability to
breed, he said. History of prior illness
is important. A lag time of up to two
months can occur between an illness
and its effect on a bull's breeding
ability.
A thorough examination of a bull's
reproductive system by a veterinarian
should accompany the general health
exam, Miksch said. Defects, injuries,
inflammation or damage from prior
infections may be found during this

portion of the exam.
A semen examination will identify
bulls with low fertility, but it will not
reveal deficiencies of sex drive or
ability to mate.
"The only practical way to estimate
mating behavior is to observe a bull
while he is with a cow in heat,"
Miksch said. "One or more prebreeding season test matings for a bull
should be made as part of his breeding
soundness evaluation."
Miksch does not recommendd turning two bulls out together with a
group of cows.
"Bulls invariably establish an order
of social dominance," he said. "If the
dominant bull is fertile, he may sire

insect in his field and he's not sure if
it's harmful, he can take it to the
county Extension agent's office and
have him look it up," Raney said."The
computer program will identify the
pest and give pesticide recommendations, as well as alternate pest management recommendations.

grains and grain storage, he said.
Although the program is still being
tested and is not available for general
distribution, interested farmers can
tell their county agents they'd like to
be part of the test, Raney said. There
will be tests in at least 20 counties.

"It's a way of bringing the specialist's expertise right to the agents'
office, instead of them having to call."

"The object is to make the program
available to interested people," he
said. "If people use it now, however,
they need to remember it's still in the
test stages. But it can be a lot of help in
a short amont of time."

The program will cover most crops
like alfalfa, soybeans, sorghum, small

Treating cattle one time for stomach
worms and leaving them on contaminated pastures where over 90 percent
of the worms are makes little sense, a
UK veterinarian said.
Within three weeks, they likely will
be as wormy as they were before.
What Kentucky cattle owners
should do is plan now for a series of up
to three deworming operations for
those cattle most susceptible to worm
problems,said Duane Miksch,Extension veterinarian at UK's Research
and Education Center in Princeton.
Those cattle include yearlings, fall-

; have a need
)out all kinds
)come before
including the
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)ense of the
it ought to be
lature's own

born calves and cows nursing their
first calf, he said. Early spring calves
also may graze enough during the
most dangerous period to be seriously
harmed.
"Winter does not destroy cattle
worm eggs and larvae in the pasture,"
Miksch said. "Most of the worms
deposited by cattle since the drought
ended last fall are still alive and well.
This spring they are developing
through larval stages and re-entering
cattle as they graze."
A new generation of worms is

produced every three weeks, he said.
Each new generation is a many-fold
increase from the previous one. More
than 90 percent of the worm population at any given time can be found on
the pasture, not in the cattle.
So what can be done?
"Ideally," Miksch said, "young
cattle should be dewormed in the
spring and moved to pasture not
grazed since July the year before. In
reality, that's not usually a practical
option."
Strategic deworrning, repeated deworming at three-week intervals, is

effective, he said. Because the life
cycle ofstomach worms is about three
weeks, deworrning cattle every three
weeks during ther spring build-up
keeps the worms at an acceptable low
level.
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payments show that "we are with
the American farmer in these tough
times," a principal goal of the

FARM
SCENE
By Don Kendall
AP Writer

change is to reduce the red ink in
his fiscal 1990 budget.
The payments now shift the S850
million out of fiscal 1990, which
begins on Oct. 1, and into the current fiscal year.

Modern dewormers are now available in blocks, crumbles and loose
mineral mixes.

Call Gene
753-2617

"Coke 425/J.M. Schultz 4982/ Asgrow
6403-5474-4595/Delta Pine 501/Jacob
tiartz 5370-5164/Essex/Forrest/Fayette

Garden Seed Sale

20
%
off
Shoemaker Seed

arts
Center
1989.
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z
Co. Inc.

4th & Chestnut, Murray 753-7666
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When youtrade upto Snapper.
Now s the time to buy a Snapper riding mower Get rid of your old
rider and receive a generous trade allowance' toward your pqrchase of a Snapper at regular retail price With a Snapper you\I
get the dependability you ve
always wanted And Snap-Credit
can make it easy to own one
today Hurry.
offer ends
soon

Arnenca s
Chace

qoAtttpq
•:4.
ASI, your dealer tOt deialts

If not satisfied with the performance of your Snapper product return it within 14
days after purchase for a full refund Applies to new Snapper lawn and garden
products purchased at participating dealers for non-commercial use See your
dealer for details
AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS.
Not altd w.th any °the, prornotton

It's a snap with a Snapper.

"Your Full Farm Ag Service"

Prices Good Thru- April

Pi

About $3.13 billion in advance
payments were already paid to farmers during the program signup
period, which ended on April 14.
The S850 million will be on top of
those advances.

Soybean Planting
Will Be Here Soon.
Come By Hutson's
Ag. Service & Talk
BEANS!

for farming

Murray
753-1933

,

$1
50
Maybe more.

BEANS•BEANSBBEANS•BEANS

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Leases Trucks

'044
!

Yourold mower
is worthatleast

"More important, it dramatically
reduces the infective level of the
pasture," Miksch said. "Treatments
should be given at throe, six and nine
weeks after start of grazing."

Bush announces up to $850 million in payments
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush says farmers who signed
up in this year's crop programs will
soon get speeded-up payments totaling about $850 million to help
them with spring planting.
But Bush also warned Tuesday
that "perilous budget-deficit
times" will mean cuts in other
farm programs. He did not say
what other cuts may be involved..
Bush and Agriculture Secretary
Clayton Yeutter participated in a
telephone interview program with a
group of farm broadcasters. The
president said he authorized the
acceleration of price-support payments "to provide some extra
money to farmers early in the crop
year."
The $850 million in payments
will be made after May 15 to producers of wheat, feed grains, rice
and cotton who signed up in the
1989 programs and requested
advance payments.
While Bush said the speeded-up

numbers of worms mature at the
same time.
Called the vena caval syndrome,
this condition develops when many
worms become congested in the
right side of the heart and the
major vein (the vena cava) that carries blood back to the heart. This
can happen to dogs of all ages, but
most victims tend to be between
three and five years of age.
In nearly all cases, the dog
appears normal before the sudden
onset of signs which include weakness, pale or jaundiced gums and
eyeballs and severe breathing
problems.
Once the yap caval syndrom
develops, the worms must be surgically removed if the dog is to live.
To restore the blocked circulation,
veterinarians remove the masses of
worms through the right jugular
vein using alligator forceps, after
which remaining adult worms are
killed with a solution of arsenic.
Heartworms also occasionally
infect cats, in which the progress of
the disease and the symptoms are
essentially the same.
They may also infect humans,
where they cause lung problems.
No breed of dog is exempt from
infection, and there is no vaccine
available, though preventive medications are available.
Authorities are quick to point out
that prevention is far more economically efficient and far less
dangerous to the dog than is treatment once the disease has become
obvious.
The first step in prevention is to
test the animal for heartworm
infestation, and the proper time for
testing in Kentucky is in early
spring, before mosquitoes begin to
hatch in vast numbers.
This is the second of the threepart series of articles dealing with
hcartworm disease. The next and
final article will describe methods
of treatment and prevention.

SNAPPER

Farmers should plan on three cattle de-wormings
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Kentucky ranks high on list

New -computer will help farmers gain quick advice
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Bulls should be evaluated before season

ve
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was increased 8 cents a pound to
$1.59.
Grades of leaf proposed by the
cooperative to receive the largest cut
in support prices included those in the
"mixed" category. All mixed grades
were recommended to receive cuts
from 2110 29 cents, with an average
of about 25 cents a pound. This
decrease in price supports would drop
mixed grades from a range of $1.23 to
$1.45 a pound, down to 94 cents to
$1.21 a pound.
The "N" grades,or nondescript, also
received major cuts on support prices
in the proposal. NIL was decreased
10 cents a pound to 98 cents, and NIG
was dropped from 97 cents to 79 cents
a pound. Most green grades also
received from 4 to 6 cent cuts.
"If these recommendations are an-
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SERVICE
Hazel
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Wlswell
753-6414

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.. Murray
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753-2571 or 753-4110

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 7:30-5:30
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Covey and Kemp wedding is planned Harris-Thorn wedding will be June 3
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Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Covey of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Ginger Dawn. to James
Frederick Kemp. son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.C. Kemp of Murray.
Miss Co%ey is a 1980 graduate
of Murray High School and is currently a senior at Murray State University studying marketing and real
estate.
Mr. Kemp is a 1979 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
a 1984 graduate of Murray State
University with a degree in wildlife
biology. He is employed by the
United States Postal Service in
Murray.
The wedding will be an event of
Saturday, June 3, at 6 p.m. at
Goshen United Methodist Church.
A reception will immediately.
tollow the ceremony at the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the v.edding and
.ne reception. Only out-of-tov.n
'7.,111i)rLs will be sent.

Ginger Dawn Covey and
James Frederick Kemp to marry

Miss Gina Renee Harris and
James Keith Thorn announce their
engagement and approaching
marriagc.
Miss Harris is the daughter of
Larry Harris, 1217 Peggy Ann Dr.,
Murray. and Mrs. Sylvia Hopkins,
Rt. 8, Box 51, Murray. She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Tucker, Rt. 1. Kirkscy, and
Mrs. Ruby Harris, Nash Drive,
Murray.
Mr. Thom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Thom Jr., Rt. 3,
Benton. He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Cod Compton of Kirksey
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thorn,Almo.
The bride-elect will be a 1989
graduate of Calloway County High
School and plans to attend the University of Kentucky to major in
horticulture.
The groom-elect, a 1984 graduate of Marshall County High
School, is presently attending the
University of Kentucky where he is
studying civil engineering.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday. June 3. at 6 p.m. at
Hardin Baptist Church.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend. No invitations
will be sent.

Gina Renee Harris and
James Keith Thorn to marry

DATEBOOK
Wesley Austin Burris born
Mr. and Mrs. David Burris, Rt. I. Murray. are the parents of a son.
‘,vesley Austin. weighing nine pounds one ounce. measuring 221r2 inches.
'071 on Monday.. March 27, at Murra -Calloway County Hospital. The
:no:her. the former Vonda Murdock, is on leave from Trucks. Trailers and
Buses. The father is employed at Briggs & Stratton. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Murdock of Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Sehree Allen of

"ffP2.

Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Burris of Fort Walton Beach. Fla. Great:randparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Murdock of Lynn Grove.
:he late Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Webb of Lynnville. Mrs. Opal Webb of
Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brind of Dunnelion. Fla.. and the late Mr.
ari.1 Mrs. Paul Morton of Lynn Grove.

„
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Golf play on Wednesday
Ladies' day golf at Murray
Country. Club will be played Wednesday. April 26, at 9 a.m.
The hostesses will be Rainey
-\pperson and Lula Bingham.
"those v.ishing to play. but not
a. should come and be paired
Ine tee.
The me-up as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Lowry. Betty Jo
Ethelene McCallon and
Tor._a Eke.
Tee la - Freda Steely. Billie
and
C,, hoon Peggy Shoemaker

Caro Ed\vards.
Tee 2 - lnus Orr. Betty Stewart
and Venela Sexton:
Tee 3 - Toni Hopson. Jennifer
Crouse. Frances Hulse and Jerlene
Tee 3a - LaRue Williams.
Rebecca V.::Iiiams. Judy Hafner
and LaVem Ryan:
Tee 4 - Margaret Shuffett, Hazel
Hill. Madelyn Lamb and Rowena

Tee 5 - Lula Bingham. Rainey
Apperson. Della Miller and Betty.
Tee 5a - Chris Graham and
Mar Belle Overbey:

6 - Dana Stonecipher. Sue
Brown, Betty Hinton and Betty
Sew:.
Tee 7 - Edith Garrison, Anna
Man Adams. Martha Sue Ryan
and Louise Lamb:

Tee 8 - Frances Richey. Nancy
Haverstock, Marion Poole and Pat
Claypool:

Tee 9 - Janet Wallis, Kathy. Rayburn. Marie Nance and Lois Keller.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday. April 19. have been released
by Ethelene McCallon and Tonja
Fike, hostesses. as follows:
Championship - Ethelene
McCallon. first. Jerlene Sullivan,
second:
First flight - Toni Hopson. first.
Belyn Jones, second:
Second flight - Billie Cohoon.
::rst. Edith Garrison, second:
Third flight - Dana Stonecipher
and Rowena Cullom. tied for first.
Nancy Haverstock. second,
Fourth flight - Janet Wallis and
Aileen Castrale. tied for first.
Kathy Rayburn. second:
Over-all lo % putts - Toni
Hopson.

KIDS EAT

Reservations for two events of the Alumni Weekend at Murray State
University are being made. These may be made by telephone at 762-6926
or 763-3737. The Emeritus Club luncheon will be Friday, April 28, at 12
noon in the Curris Center ballroom. The cost will be S7.50 per person.
The Alumni banquet will be Saturday, April 29. at 7 p.m. at Curtis Center
ballroom. The cost will be S12.50 per person. Other events include: Friday - reunion coffee and reminiscences of class of 1939 at 10:30 a.m. in
lobby of Ordway Hall, and campus tours starting on first floor lobby of
Curris Center at 2 p.m.; Saturday - Racer Classic Golf Tourney at Miller
Golf Course at 8:30 a.m., call 762-6813 or 762-3001 for information;
dedication of site for future Alumni House on Chestnut Street entrance to
campus at 5:30 p.m.; Reception honoring Distinguished Alumnus Award
Recipients for 1989 in mid-level lounge of Curris Center at 6 p.m.; Sunday - Annual Blue & Gold spring football game at Stewart Stadium at 2
p.m.. and MSU Chamber Orchestra Concert at Lovett Auditorium at 3:30
p.m.

at 7
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, April 25,
SolProblem
A
Control:
"Stress
building.
Commerce
p.m. at Chamber of
ving Approach" will be the topic for discussion led by Joel Pennington.
single
This program is geared toward self awareness and growth for all
are
adults
single
All
widowed.
or
dived
single,
always
adults, whether
Invited. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638.

CCARC will meet Tuesday
Calloway County Association for Retarded Citizens will meet Tuesday.
April 25. at W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped) at 702 Main St., Murray. A potluck supper will be served at 6
p.m. "Voting and the Handicapped" will be the subject of the program to
he presented. New officers will be elected. All members and interested
persons are invited to attend, according to Ed Davis, president.

TOPS Club to meet Tuesday
TOPS #Ky. 34, Murray, the local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet TueSday. April 25, at 7 p.m. at Southside
Manor Recreational Room, off Glendale Road. This is an international,
nonprofit weight-control organization Iwith over 320,000 members worldwide. Its program is based on a combination of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more information call Linda
Penwell at 436-2707.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will meet Tuesday, April 25, at
4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is
open to all interested persons. Persons may call Cindy Ragsdale at the
hospital. 753-5131, for an informational packet.

•
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Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCICADE.

Senior group sponsoring trip
The Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church will
sponsor a trip to Nashville. Tenn., on Friday. May 5, to ride on the Broadway Dinner Train. This provides dinner wile on a scenic 21/2 hour train
ride along the Cumberland River. The cost will be 545 per person. For .
more information call the church, 753-3812.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Organ Donors' Gift of Life Is
Precious Legacy to Living
DEAR ABBY: Just a note to give
you a report 00 pair col cjmn concerning body donations to medical schools.
Since that column appeared on Nov.
30, we have received more than 2.500
requests for medical school addresst•s
from every state in the union. and
they are still coming in.
I doubt if you realize how much
this has helped our senior citizens'
planning. as every year Inneral expenses become a man' serious concern for them.
Every time you publish that beautiful piece, "To Remember Me- by
Robert Test, and ask your readers to
contact us for donor registration forms
and information, we are inundated.
Please don't. forget us the week of
April 23. Abby. It's been designated
as National Organ/Tissue Donor
Awareness Week.
BRUCE B. CONWAY.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
THE LIVING BANK, HOUSTON
DEAR BRUCE: Forget you?
Never! First, that magnificent
piece:

One Less Detail
You'll Have To
Iron OutToday.
Superb Shirt Service.
orisidcring how urgent everything is in
miwrss who has time to worry but

TO REMEMBER ME
"At a certain moment a doctor will
determine that my brain has ceased
to function and that, for all intents
and purposes, my life has stopped.
'When that happens. -dm not -attempt to instill artificial life into my
body by the use of a machine. And
don't call this my 'deathbed.' Call it

mother pressing problem. shirts;
That s why you can count on us lot
. talrey shut sereKe Out pro/essionals

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

41,

Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, include Lura Gibson of Hazel and Brown Tucker of Kirksey.

Pennington to lead SOS program

FREE!
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.

Patients are dismissed

Alumni events are scheduled
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shirts with pock paying par
uLiir attention in collars,
replacing or nem:rung but
tons as needed and promptly
retuning your slum as you
prefer folded Of on hangfrs
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BOONE'S CLEANERS
SHIRTS
$380
5 for
Please Present Coupon
Good Thru April 26

PANTS

20% Off
Coupon

Please Present
Good Thru April 26

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Stopeo* flage.

DISORGANIZED

CRIME

PET
SEMATARY (R)

to% -bed ot lite.. and let my body be
taken from it to helpothers had fuller
11\
.1 ;lye Inv sight to a man who has
,i.ell a sunrise. a baby's face or
111•51.1,
lovg..m the eyes 011 woman.
"'Give in heart to a person whose
n heart has caused nothing but
endless days of pain.
"Give my hlood to the teen-ager
ho has been pulled from the wreckage of his car. so that he nught live to
see his grandchildren play.
"Giver‘ kidneys to one who dept•nds on a machine to exist from
week to week.
"Take my hones. every muscle,
every fiber and nerve in my body and
find a way to make a criPpled child
walk.
"Explore every corner of my brain.
Take my cells, if necessary, and let
them grow so that someday a speechless boy will shout at the crack of a
bat and a deafgirl will hear the sound
of rain against her windows.
"Burn what is left of me and scatter the ashes to the winds to help the
flowers grow.
"If you must bury something,let it
be my faults, my weaknesses and all
prejudice against my fellowman.
"Give my soul to God.
"If by chance you wish to remember me,do it with a kind deed or word
wtvi needs vu. If you do
all I have asked. I will live forever."
ROBERT N.TEST
Donor forms are available by
writing to: The Living Bank,P.O.
Box 6725, Houston,Texas 77265.1
have carried a donor card for
more than 15 years and feel there
is nothing I can leave after my
death that will he ofgreater value.
This is strictly a non-profit organization, operating on a shoestring as a public service, so
please be a sport and send a dollar or two along with your request. It's tax deductible.
* * *
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"How to Be Popular" is for everyone
who feel,, left out and wants an improved
social life. len an excellent guide to hecom.
ing a better conversationalist and a more
attractive person. To order, send your
name and address, plus cheek or money
order for $2.69 163.39 in Canada) to: Dear
Alsh, Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris. 111. 61054.

THE MURRAY

Coming community events listed

Is

Monday, April 24
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Calloway County Athletic Booster Club will meet at 7 p.m. In
library of Calloway County High
School. This is open to all interested persons.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at
Masonic Lodge, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of National Association of
Advancement of Colored People
will meet t 7 p.m. at Willis
Center.
Murray Girl Scout Core will
sponsor a cake auction at 7 p.m. at
Robertson Elementary School.
Prepared Childbirth Class, Session I, will meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Women's Health Services Open
House will be from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
in lobby of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Murray Woman's Club will have
a meeting of all committees for
upcoming Fair Queen contest at 7
p.m. at club house.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

ital, PaduK irksey.

Events at First Christian Church
will include Hand Bell practice at
5:30 p.m. and Boy Scout Troop 77
at 6:30 p.m.
Blood River Baptist Associational WN1U will meet at 7 p.m. at
Vanzora Baptist Church.

hurch will
the Broad hour train
For
erson.
.

New Narcotics Anonymous
Group will meet at 7 p.m. in Parish
Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church. This is open to any interested persons.
Murray Lions Club will conduct
its annual broom and bulb sale
today and tonight.
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Tuesday, April 25
Murray Lions Club will conduct
its annual broom and bulb sale
today and tonight. The club is also
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Ladies' Night Out will be at 6
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
PACA (parents against child
abandonment) will meet at 12 noon
at Pagliai's.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Hoskins Bar-B-Q at Folsomdale
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Postal
Service at Hickory from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group meeting will be at 4:30 p.m.
in board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Video teleconference will be
from 1:45 to 4:30 p.m. at Murray
State University. For information
call 762-4229.
RCIA will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will be Prayer Service and Youth
Study Group at 7 p.m.
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 4:45
p.m. and Choir practice at 6:30
p.m.

WMU Circle of Memorial Baptist Church will meet at 1 p.m. at
church. Later the group will visit
Fern Terrace Lodge.

Events at
Church will
Bible Study,
sion Friends

Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m., Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m., and CARE at 6:30 p.m.
Seniors' citizens activities will
be at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Murray-Calloway County Association for Retarded Citizens will
meet at 6 p.m. at WATCH.
Center.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played in Parish
Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, April 26
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Ladies' day golf will be played
at 9 a.m. at Murray Country Club.
Ladies' day bridge with Florence
Hensley as hostess will be at 9:30
a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Prepared Childbirth Class, Session II, will meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Olympic Plaza, Murray, from
12:30 to 3 p.m. Blood pressure,
pulse and two-hour blood sugar
screenings and Occult Blood
Screening Kits will be offered.

Elm Grove Baptist
include Mid-Week
RAs, GAs and Misat 7 p.m.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer Meeting, GAs, RAs, Youth Bible Study
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m., Wesley
Foundation Lunch at 11:30 a.m.
and Council on Minstries at 7:30
p.m.

with failing health and declining pow
ers The way in which we handle these
alterations is a function of elegance
and style, two qualities in increasingly short supply
Witness the inelegant and restless
been too bright but I had eyes and seekers of trim, wrinkle-free bodies
could see Yet, on an emotional level. who support a billion-dollar industry
growing old was something that hap- of cosmetics, health clubs and plastic
pened to other people. I couldn't con- surgery, all of which are designed to
ceive of myself as old My father and I make us look falsely younger Fewer
are similar in appearance and he is 24 of us are allowing maturity to take its
years my senior, hence. I had a sort of natural course, we seem to prefer cinmirror to the future So I'd periodical- namon colored, sheenless hair and the
ly check him oat and he was OK,same. pretense of adolescent glow applied
old dad, through his 50s
from make-up kits This is magical
Now my father is in his late 70s, thinking, pure and simple: If we worwell on his way to becoming elderly
ship the mementos of our youth and
(I've noticed that the term "elderly" can avoid appearing old, we can avoid
refers to progressively older persons, dying. We fool ourselves into believthe older I get.) I see the wear and ing that we can trick nature and undo
'tear, he has had serious health prob- the unkind Spell of the Elderly. Our
lems. In him, I preview myself in 20 wishful efforts are reinforced by the
years This gives me pause, as I realize
American cult of youth that bomthat I am very much more interested
bards us daily in the media. with phoin (and affected by) the aging process ny assurances of youthful superiority.
than I was 20 years ago It's happenTo a great degree, the advances of
ing to me.
modern medicine do, in fact, permit
I suppose that most people fear old the elderly to lead longer, more indeage because, in our society, it is syn- pendent lives. Treatments for diabeonymous with death. Coping with ag- tes, heart disease, hypertension and
ing means addressing our own mor- cancer are causing a top-heavy demotality. However, this is by no means graphic pyramid Aged people are
common to all cultures lh more commonplace. the total population
"primitive" societies, old age brings over 65 has tripled in this century and
respect. perquisites and honor The el- the over-100 set is, in percentages. the
ders in most tribes are listened to and fastest growing age group in the Unittheir advice is eagerly sought; they ed States. Despite our efforts, howevhave more power than the young. I er, the human genetic clock has its
limit, probably about 100 years. Short
think we're missing something here.
Or perhaps not — if you can believe of a skin-deep remake, how do we olda recent survey indicating that men ies put up with the aging process and
reach the height of their attractive- achieve our hereditary potential' As
ness at about 60, women "somewhat we know, no blueprints are available
earlier" — a masterpiece of diplo- to help us cope with aging gracefully
I suspect that for most of us. adapmatic understatement. Let's face it .
For most of us, aging is associated tation is the key to explore and ex-

Tom Hayden talks
about his separation
BURBANK, Calif. (AP) — Tom
Hayden says his separation from
Oscar-winning actress Jane Fonda
won't curb his activism or hurt his
fund-raising among celebrities for
his re-election campaign.
"I don't think my affinity with
liberals in the entertainment industry is fundamentally affected by
what happens to Jane Fonda or
myself. I like to believe that
they're interested in issues, and I
think they are," he said on Sunday's KNBC-TV show "News
Conference."
Hayden said he was certain he
will be able to raise money for his
planned re-election campaign for
state assemblyman or if he decides
to run for state insurance
commissioner.
The trial separation, announced
in February, also won't affect the
core of younger celebrities inspired
by their activism, Hayden said.

A gift for a
gifted secretary.
Just call or visit us today to
send the FTD Secretaries
Week Bouquet.
Secretaries Week is
April 23-29.
FTD" Flowers...the
feeling never ends.'"

753-4320

Doctor Reports

Lose Too Much Weight!"
ORANGE, CA — A significantweight loss breakthrough of un—
precedented magnitude has just
been made. A new bioactive diet pill
program containing amazing
"E.A.B. Plus" has been perfected
ands is being marketed under the
tradename Anorex 2000 TM.
Researchers are calling it the
"diet miracle of the '90s." Anorex
2000 with "E.A.B. Plus" actually
turns the body into a "fat burning
machine" which consumes its own
stored fat, flab and cellulite thus
shedding pounds and inches like
magic. A panel of leading U.S. doctors and health experts found
Anorex 2000 "safe for effective
weight loss." However it is an
extremely powerful anorectic instructions should be followed
carefully.
Expense Delays Marketing
Anorex 2000 was developed after
years of expensive research. Consequently it is not cheap - but it works!
As one doctor commented, "My
patients would pay many times the
cost of /snores 2000 to finally lose all
the weight they want and need to
lose - to finally realize their dreams
of a thin, beautiful, healthy body.
Some of my overweight patients
actually lost too much weight with
Anorex 2000."

ploit each age as it inexorably overtakes us, to use our experiences
wisely, to accept the consequences of
aging without the desperate pretense
of ersatz youth. to maintain dignity, to
enjoy as full a life as possible and to
preserve a sense of humor If we use
these these tools, the gels, creams,
pills, lotions, nips and tucks, silicone
injections and liposuction become
superfluous
Albert Camus, the French novelist,
once wrote that men over 40 are responsible for their faces By this he
meant that as people age. their faces
take on character Our skin becomes a
record of life it reflects the thoughts
and feelings, the pain and exuberance,
the sum of our experiences I like this
perspective, it allows me to accept
the inevitable wrinkles of others, as
well as my own. I am less disturbed
by the fact that most of the decisions
about my world are being made increasingly by people my junior I
bless Barbara Bush, the new first
lady, for showing us how to accept the
aging process with class
The remaining problem is the definition of age According to Gott. you
know you're getting older when you
suggest to your wife that you both
take an afternoon nap And you do.
,T,,19119 %I- V.SI•41.1.11{ TERPHISF ASSN

PETER
GOTT, M D

Culver installed as state KDAA president
Sandy K. Culver was installed as
the 1989-90 president of the Kentucky Dental Assistants Association at the annual session held in
Louisville.
She has served the past year as
KDAA president-elect and program
chairman. Her theme for this year's
annual session was "Accept the
Challenge."
During her installation address,
she spoke of the importance of
every dental assistant accepting the
challenge of personal and professional growth.
Accepting the challenge of keeping abreast of the constant changes
in dentistry and the need of continuing education, she stated that
every dental assistant should have
the motto of "If it is to be, it is up
to me!"
Culver, as KDAA president, will

represent Kentucky at thc Amen car Dental Assistants' Association
annual session at San Diego, Calif.,
in November. She will visit each of
the eight local dental assistants'
societies throughout Kentucky.
While at the KDAA annual session, Culver received the Dr. William Seldin Clinic Award for the
best table clinic presentation. Her
table clinic was titled "Ways to
Achieve the Perfect Panorex."
Culver is a member of the
American Dental Assistants Association, Kentucky dental Assistants
Association, and the Southwestern
Dental Assistants Society. She has
been a certified oral maxiofacial
surgery assistant since 1984.
Culver currently works part time
as an instructor at West Kentucky
Vocational Technical School teaching clinical dental assisting. She

also is attending Murray State University as a full time pre-dental
student.

Sandy K. Culver

Bel-Air Center

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
436-2707.

PACE 7

Aging gracefully is a hard lesson

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.:
Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; business
meeting, Children's Choirs and
Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.;
Beginners' Sign Language Class at
7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
p.m.

Twila Bowles ,
bride-elect of
Jay Young
has selected
her decorative
accessories from
Pier 1

Murray-Calloway County Chapter of AARP will Meet at 12 noon
at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Note change in meeting time.
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Wednesday, April 26
When I was in my 20s and 30s. I
Senior Citizens' Golf League is
didn't ponder the aging process On an
scheduled at 9 a.m. at Miller intellectual
level. I recognized that
Memorial Golf Course.
people grew old -- I may not have

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homcplace 1850.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela at 753-7638.
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Tuesday, April 25
Women's Health Services Open
House will be from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
in lobby of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
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Free 30 Day Trial Offer
Anorex 2000 is so effective and
the results are so astonishing that the
manufacturer is offering a 30 day
free trial. If you postdate your check
a full 30 days, it will be held to let
you prove to yourself that you can
safely lose all the weight you want. If
you are not 100% satisfied with the
remarkable change you see in the
mirror, just return your Anorex
2000 and your check will be destroyed uncashed. You have no risk you can't lose money, only years of
unwanted fat and years off your
appearance.
Send check or money order for
$36.45(+$3.50 for shipping and handling) for a 30 day supply or $64.00
(+$3.50) for a 60 day supply to
Mores 2000, 4642 E. Chapman
Ave., Dept. A84, Orange,CA 92669.
For fastest service for credit card
orders ONLY simply call Anorex
2000- 24 hours a day, 7 clays a week
TOLL FREE: l-800-283-2464,
Ext. AM,and use your VISA, MasterCard or American Express. Sorry, no
C.O.D.s.
(Note: Because Anorex 2000 is
such a powerful weight loss compound, doctors have advised the
manufacturer to sell no more than one
60 day supply per customer.)
1-NO-283-2464 Ext. AM
c1989
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Waiting starts for UK after response to allegations
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) -- The wait is on for
the University of Kentucky.
The school completed a two-day hearing on 18
allegations against its basketball program bef(*e the
NCAA Committee on Infractions Sunday in the Mills
House Hotel.
In two to four weeks the university will learn what
penalties will go with its crimes against college's
basketball establishment, according to S. David
Berst, head of the NCAA enforcement staff.
"We hope the university's actions will be well
received by the NCAA," said university president
David Roselle, whose school spent more than
S300,000 in an independent investigation of the
charges.
We defended that which was defensible and we
accepted responsibility. for those areas we felt there
Was wrongdoing."

•

Carlesimo
may be the
Cats' P.J.

•••

The university responded to eight of the 18 allegations and four other inquiries during the four-hour
meeting behind closed doors on Sunday.
On Saturday, in a 12-hour session, the school
replied to seven charges while three other allegations
were dismissed by the NCAA.
"I think everyone feels they were treated fairly,"
Roselle said after the hearing was completed. "I
believe the University of Kentucky was given a
good, thorough hearing and we're happy with the
process.
"It was a couple days well spent during which
time everyone got the opportunity to talk to the
Infractions Committee and explain their point of
view and things that have transpired."
Joe Bill Campbell, attorney for former assistant
coach Dwane Casey, told reporters that some surprises surfaced on the final day that "I think bode

well for us."
Casey was named in at least eight of the allegations, including the charge that $1,000 was sent to
the father of recruit Chris Mills in March 1988,
which sparked the NCAA probe. ...
But Roselle and former head coach Eddie Sutton
denied any unexpected queries by the Infractions
Committee.
"There were no surprises," Roselle said. "Actually, in the couple of days it was pretty much according to script where people were able to explain their
concerns and points of view. I think everyone was
given a full hearing."
Sutton, who resigned last month under pressure,
said: "There were not any curveballs, any
surprises.''
In Sunday's session, the Infractions Committee listened to discussion regarding:

• Four allegations of improper recruiting by talentscout Bill Chupil of Columbus, Ohio.
• Charges that Casey used an agent to help recruit
a player and did not fully cooperate with the
investigation.
• Former assistant coach James Dickey provided
improper recruiting contact between a player and former professional player Dan Issel.
• That the school did not exercise proper control
over the basketball program.
It was also learned that the Infractions Committee
heard arguments on supplemental pay of S10,000
each to Dickey and Casey.
Officials would not comment on the specific items.
Steve Beshear, Dickey's attorney, said he thought
the committee would clear his client of any charges.
Campbell, however, wasn't as confident about the
judgment on Casey.

The ups and downs of being a Lady Racer

NEWARK. N.J. iAP) — Scion
Hali basketball coach P.J. Carlesimo IS being considered for the head
coaching Job at the University of
Kentucky. a newspaper reported.
Seton Hall athletic director Larry
Keating confirmed Friday that
Kentucky received permission to
negotiate with Carlesimo. accordto Sunday's editions of The
Record of Hackensack.
Carlesimo, 34. recently completed the first year of a 5-year
contract with the university, a year
in which his team came within a
point of winning the NCAA
championship.
Kentucky athletic director C.M.
Newton approached Seton Hall
shortly after taking over the Job
April I. Keating said. New to..
talked with Carlesimo several
the newspaper reported.
Cariesimo. the Big East Coach
of the Year. did not have much of a
nation ai reputation until this year,
when the Seton Hall Pirates fin:shed
-7 and made its first
appearance in the NCAA tournament final. The Pirates lost 80-79
in overtime to Michigan and Carlesimo has since become one of the
holiest coaches in college ball.

Murray State University's Dianne Woodside (left photo) and
Kim Koehler (top) showed the ups and downs of the long
jump competition Saturday afternoon at Murray State University during MSC's annual -Twilight Meet" following the
conclusion of the multi-school West Kentucky Conference
high school meet. Woodside won the event with a leap of
18-11 1/4; Koehler placed second for the Lady Racers at
18-3 1/4.
Staff photos by Daniel T. Parker

Ryan flirts with no-hitter again

20 11070
OF'F'

Compiled From AP Reports
The older Nolan Ryan gets, the
harder he becomes to hit.
No one knows how it is possible,
only that it is true. He proved it
again Sunday, getting within two
outs of his record sixth no-hitter.
Ryan came close for the second
time this season before Toronto's
Nelson Liriano spoiled his bid with
a triple in the ninth inning. Ryan

finished with his 10th career onehitter and struck out 12 as the Texas Rangers beat the Blue Jays 4-1.
"Sure I'm disappointed. I don't
know how many more chances I'm
going to get. They get fewer and
fewer each time out," Ryan said.
''But the way I've been throwing,
it's certainly not out of the question that I'll get another shot.'
If he does, Ryan, at age 42, will

Over 100 Selected Styles
of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes

Select From These Famous Name Brands:

/Nike
t/Reebok
/Converse

/New Balance v Brooks
‘/Tretorn
/Saucony
/Tiger
i'And More

Rodney Crowell
Southern Pacific
Patty Loveless
Foster & Lloyd
Saturday. April 2910 p.m.
Stewart Stadium • Murray S te University
Save $5.00 Off racket Price

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-6
1203 Chestnut Street

7534844

Saw $500 on even,; ticket WheTI you present an empty Red Man
pouch at the box office Limit one discount per ticket

Pick up $5-off ticket coupons
Listen to WKYQ ,r details

$10 general admission.
Tk kets nVaiLdt114, at ‘stewart
Stadvum IM F 8 a m to
430pm)& Sunse Blvd
n Murray Dtct- -loci* at
Kentucky Oaks Mall n
Paducah Gateway Stytty
0-Rama to DraHernalle
Leach s MUSK In Pans
TN &HqziisAthetic',in
Mayfield Artists are subtext
to change

Prndu,ad ky(seihromla4,he Sftr.en Nunn,

be the oldest pitcher to throw one.
Cy Young did it at 41 in 1908.
"I haven't gotten bored with nohitters yet," he said.
Ryan's next start is supposed to
come Sunday at home. He is scheduled to pitch for the first time
against a Texan who grew up idolizing him. Roger Clemens of
Boston.
Ryan, by his own recollection,
has lost four no-hitters in the ninth
inning, including one last seasog
when Mike Schmidt singled.
"My goal each time I start is to
win the game, but when you get
that late in the game you start
thinking about the no-hitter,'' he
said. "I started thinking about it in
the eighth, And every time you get
into the ninth the attitude is you're
not going to let this one get away."
As it stands, Ryan is one behind
Bob Feller's record of 11 onehitters. Ryan, however, broke Feller's record of 14 low-hit games.
When Liriano tripled, Ryan hung
his head and said something to
himself.
"I don't recall what I said," said
Ryan, "but it was not printable. I
got to the ninth and felt I had the
stuff to get it done."
• • •
In tic National League, even the
best_ game of his career wasn't
enough to make Will Clark happy.
Clark went 5-for-5 against the
Los Angeles Dodgers — but the
San Francisco Giants still lost 7-6
in 10 innings when Alice Hammaker walked in the winning run.
"It's definitely the toughest loss
to take, because we kept battling
and scratching out there and still
came up short," Clark said after
the first five-hit game of his career.
"It wasn't even a hit that won the
game. It was a walk. So that typifies how flaky a game it was."
In other games, Atlanta beat San
Diego 9-4, Pittsburgh beat Philadelphia 6-4, Montreal beat St.
Louis 9-3, New York beat Chicago
4-2 and Houston beat Cincinnati
5-2.
Baltimore beat Minnesota 3-0 to
remain the only AL East team over
.500, Oakland got past California
2-0, Kansas City pounded Boston
10-0, New York beat Cleveland
5-0, Detroit defeated Milwaukee
11-3 and Seattle stopped Chicago
10-6.
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Lady Racers finish second in OVC tennis
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The Murray State Lady Racer
tennis team just missed an Ohio
Valley Conference championship,
but their second place finish this
weekend in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
was enough to give Murray State
the OVC's All-Sports title.
The Lady Racer netters finished
with 45 points, five behind OVC
champion Austin Peay, who had 50
points. The Lady Governors won
the title for the second straight
year.
Celine Neefles at No. 3, Corine
Diderik at No. 5, and Sheri Chong
at No. 6 were all first-place winners, while Alice Johnson and
Diderik teamed up to win the No. 3
doubles title.
At No. 2 doubles, Sally Henle
and Sheri Chong finished second,
while Alice Johnson and Bobbi
Koehn each finished third in their
respective singles competitions.
Henle finished fifth at No. 1 singles, and Koehn-Neefkes took fifth
at No.1 doubles.
Behind the Lady Govs and the
Lady Racers, Eastern Kentucky finished third with 40 points, while
Middle Tennessee finished fourth
with 30 points. Morehead State
(18) finished fifth, Tennessee Tech
(11) sixth and Tennessee State (4)
finished last.
• • •
Through one day of play at the
1989 OVC Championships in Richmond, Ky., Bennie Purcell's dream
of 10 straight OVC titles for his
men's tennis team is still up in the
air.
Murray is clinging to a two-point
lead over second place Austin
Peay, a four-point advantage over
Middle Tennessee and a six-point
edge over Tennessee Tech in a
crowded field.
Today, Murray State will have
four players in the finals, with
Tony Wretlund, John Schnieder,
Tomas Hult and Doug Hawthorne
all in championship matches, while
Jonas Bergrahm and Geir Sjoeberg
- back with the team from suspension due to an injury to Rob Olmstead - will be playing for third
place.
•

•

•

BASEBALL
It was put-up-or-shut-up time for
the Murray State Thoroughbreds
this weekend, and MSU got shut up
by Eastern Kentucky.
With EKU holding a half-game
edge for the OVC lead entering this
weekend's three-game series with
Murray. The Colonels swept the
series, which puts them in the driver's seat to host the OVC Tournament May 12-13.
EKU took both ends of a doubleheader Saturday, wih 5-4 win off
Murray State ace pitcher Rick Grogan in the first game, and a 4-3 win
the second. Eastern closed out the
scires with a 10-5 win on Sunday.
Against Grogan, Eastern scored
five times in the first inning, and
then had to hold off a 'Breds
charge, as Ben Garland hit a threerun homer in the top of the sixth. in
the second game, Murray rallied
from a three-run deficit to tie the
contest in the top of the fifth, but

Shutouts lead
Chiefs, Strikers
Soccer shutouts were the
weekend special for the girls'
under-14 Chiefs and under-12
Strikers, who combined for three
shutouts in their four games.
The Strikers defeated the Calvert
City Lady Marshals 3-0 Saturday,
while the Chiefs picked up their
first win over an under-14 boys'
team with a 3-0 whitewashing of
Owensboro and followed with a
5-0 win over the under-12 Owensboro girls.
The shutout string was snapped
Sunday when the Chiefs defeated
the under-12 Metropolis, Ill. boys
9-1.
Allison Cantrell and Ellen
Uddberg combined for 12 saves in
goal for the Strikers, while Chiefs
goalie Iris Sewell had 16 saves in
the trio of games. Karen Fisher,
Courtney Christopher, Tisha Sewell
and Emma Shaw were top defensive players for the Strikers, with
Chiefs players Maggie Snyder, Sarah Snyder, Kellie Jo Williams,
Lena Sewell, Julie Myatt, Leah
Stuart, and Terri Bell also gaining
defensive praise.
Kylie Johnson, Susan Krieb and
Cantrell scored for the Strikers. For
the Chiefs, Vanessa Sammons had
a hat trick (three goals) Saturday
while Vair Booth wore the hat on
Sunday.
Sammons had two other goals
during the weekend, while Jill
Miller twice
four goals in the
three games. Maggie Snyder (2),
Kim Johnson (2), and Sara Fitts (1)
also scored for the Chiefs.

had

the
jumped up

bottom
EKU picked u pa run in
of the sixth to pick up the win.
On Sunday, Eastern
didn't look back, despite a
two-run homer from Dan
McNamara.
• • •
County Lakers
Calloway
The
split a doubleheader with Christian
County on Saturday, and also
picked up a junior varsity win.
Calloway won the first game,
5-3, with Alan Bazzell picking up
his fourth win of the year. Bazzell
threw a five-hitter and also went
2-for-3 with the bat with two doubles. David Potts was 3-for-4 and
Alan Miller was 2-for-3 with a run
scored.
In the second contest, Christian
picked up a 6-1 win, with Travis
Turner stuck with the loss.
"He really pitched well," Laker
coach Randy McCallon said. "We
made a couple of errors that really
hurt him."
The Lakers also bounced into
three rally-killing double plays,
including one in the top of the
seventh with the bases loaded.
• • •
Murray High split a doubleheader with Ballard Memorial Friday
night in Murray, winning the first
game 5-1 and taking a 4-2 loss in
the nightcap.
Murray, who host Christian
County in a doubleheader today,
picked up four hits in the twinbill
from Douglas Payne, including a
ground-rule double in the first
game while he was picking up the
win. Chad Bazzell offered relief
help in the first game while Allan
Rayburn chipped in two hits,
including another ground-rule double, and Robbie Danner added
another pair of singles.
In the nightcap, the Bombers
picked up the win despite Rayburn's four innings of no-hit relief
pitching. Todd Sargent took the
Tiger loss, while Payne led the
offense with two hits.
• • •
TRACK
Ft. Campbell dominated the
Western Kentucky Conference
meet Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium, sweeping the boys and girls
team competitions and leaving
everyone,else to fight for second.
So Murray High coach Jimmy
Harrell was pretty pleased with a
second place performance from the
Lady Tigers.
"Our girls did outstanding," Harrell said. "I thought Ft. Campbell
was by far the class of the field."
MHS finished with 52 points,
behind Ft. Campbell's 147, while
the Calloway County Lady Lakers,
without Erica Muskgrow for the
most part, finished fourth with 45
points, just behind Christian
County.
In the boys competition, Murray
finished fourth, while Calloway
finished eighth of the 12 teams
competing.
Although without any first place
finishes, three seconds, two thirds,
and three fourth place finishes
enabled the Lady Tigers to take
second overall.
Ann Greenfield, Yolanda Greenfield, Jennifer Parker, and Christi
Bell teamed up to finish second in
both the 400- and 800-meter relays.

5-0 and
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SCOREBOARD

and

Apn Greenfield finished second in
The Lady Racers got school
the long jump, while Yolanda
meet records from Stephanie
Greenfield finished third in the Saleem in the 400-meters and from
100-meters, and Parker took third
the mile relay foursome of Nina
in the long jump.
Funderburk, Val Bowser, Jenille
Kelli Massey took fourth
Kelly, and Saleem.
100-meter hurdles, and Tammy
Meet records were set by Anne
Olive picked up fourth in the disHinds in the javelin, Diannne
cus and fourth in the shot put. The
Woodside in the 100-meter hurdles,
mile relay team finished fifth, Funderburk in the 800-meters, and
while Yolanda Greenfield finished
Saleem in the 200.
sixth in the long jump, aid StephaThe Lady Racers had 1-2-3
nie Rutledge picked up sixth in the sweeps of the 800 meter run, with
discus.
Funderburk, Bowser and Melanie
The Lady Lakers got a first place
Denham, and in the long jump with
from Muskgrow with leap of 17-7 Dianne Woodside, Kim Koehler
in the long jump. Muskgrow was and Tracey Gard.
kept out of the running events due
Dawn Woodside won the discus
to an ankle reinjury in Friday's and the shot, with Hinds finishing
third in the discus and fifth in the
softball competition.
Betsy Herndon took second in shot. Funderburk also won the
1500-meters, with Bower second,
the shot put, followed by teammate
while Kathy Mueller won the
Cynthia Garland, who also had a
third place finish in the discus to 3000-meters and took second in the
go along with a fifth place finish in 5000. Jenny Edmonds finished secthe 300-meter hurdles. Pam Bucy ond in the 3000 and third in the
took third in the 800-meter run 5000.
Dawn Woodside took second in
with a personal best time. The mile
relay foursome of Bucy, Monica the javelin, with Carmen Stearns
Evans, Amy Ferguson, and Lisa finishing fourth, while Gard got
second in the triple jump. Koehler
Scalf took fourth.
The 800-meter relay team took added a second in the 400-meter
fifth, while Amy Haskins took hurdles, while Kelly did the same
in the 200-meters.
sixth in the 100-meter dash.
In the boys' meet, the Tigers got
two second-place finishes from Jim
Hornbuckle in the long jump and
triple jump, and Hornbuckle also
got third in the high jump. Darren
Jones finished third in the 110-meter hurdles, while Brian Sowerby
was third in the 100-meters and
fourth in the high jump. Chaz Carpenter finished third in the shot
put, while Lance Allison picked up
fifth in the discus. James Westphal
finished fifth in the 3200-meters,
while Mike Fulton picked up sixth
in the 400-meters. The 400-meter
relay for the Tigers finished fifth,
while the mile relay team finished
sixth.
The Lakers got two scoring performances from Michael Ross, who
finished fourth in the I600-meters
and sixth in the 800-meters. Mike
Bommarito finished second in the
high jump, while Teddy Delaney
finished sixth in the discus.
• • •
The Murray State men's team
had four first-place finishes, while
the Lady Racers shattered two
school and six meet records at the
Twilight Invitational Meet at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
For the Racers, Greg Cox won
the 800-meters, Leigh Golden took
the 110-meter hurdles, and Lonnie
Greene won the triple jump and the
long jump.
Golden also finished second in
the 400-meter hurdles, while
Donald Overstreet took second in
the high jump and third in the
110-meter hurdles. Steve Rascoe
finished second in the 3000-meters
and fifth in the 5000-meters.
Tim Glinton finished second in
both the 100- and the 200-meter
events, while Tim Broady got
fourth in the 100 and fifth in the
200. Calvin Willett finished second
in the shot and third in the javelin.
Jim Cermak finished third in the
3000-meters, while the Racers took
second in the 4x100 relay and third
in the mile relay.
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National Football League
NEW YORK - Sunday's first round
selections in NFL college draft (positions
listed are those proiected by the drafting
learns, not necessanly those piayed in
college)
t, Dallas, Troy Aikman, ob, UCLA 2,
Green Bay, Tony Mandanch, ot, Michigan
State 3, Detroit Barry Sanders, rb, Oklahoma State 4, Kansas City Derrick Triomas, lb. Alabama 5, Atlanta. Delon Sanders, db, Florida State 6, Tampa Say.
Broderick Thomas, lb, Nebraska 7, Pittsburgh, Tim Worley, rb, Georgia
8, San Diego, Bun Grossman, de Pitt 9,
Miami, Sammie Smith, rb, Florida State
10, Phoenix, Eric Hill, lb, LSU 11, Chica.
go, from Los Angeles Raiders, Donnell
Woollord, db, Clemson 12, Chicago, from
Washington, Trace Armstrong, de, Florida
13, Cleveland, from Denver, Eric Metcalf,
- Texas 14, Novo York Jets, Jeff Lage-

man, lb. Virginia
15, Seattle, from Indianapolis, Andy
Heck, ot, Notre Dame 16, New England,
Han Lee Dykes, wr, Oklahoma State 17,
Phoenix, front Seattle, Joe Wolf. og, Boston College 18, New York Giants, Brian
Williams, og, Minnesota 19, New Orleans.
Wayne Martin, de, Arkansas 20, Denver,
from Cleveland, Steve Atwater, db, Arkansas 21, Los Angeles Rams, Bill Hawkins.
de, Miami, Fla
22, Indianapolis, from Philadelphia,
Andre Bison. wr, Michigan State 23, Mouston David Williams, ot. Florida 24, Pitts.
burgh, from Minnesota, Tom RAcketts, ot,
Put 25, Miami, from Chicago, Louis Oliver,
db Florida 26, Los Angeles Rams, from
Buffalo, Cleveland Gary, it, Miami, Fla 27,
Atlanta, from Cincinnati, Shawn Collins, wr,
Northern Arizona 28, San Francisco, Keith
DeLong, lb, Tennessee

r
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I ease any Audi for three full years And pay nothing for scheduled
maintenance lor the life of the lease Entoy the coverage of our 3-year or
50,000 mile warranty And choose from the full line of Audis Best of
all, start with no down payment* Audi's new three-year
Audi)
lease. It's comparably pnced to most other five-year
leases. Visit soon for all the details on Another Advantage On
this limited offer lease program
The Alternate Route.

No-Charge
Maintenance
On Audi's
3-Year Test
Drive.
:

Audi's Now In Stock and

Available for Immediate 3-Year Test Drive

1989 Audi 80
1989 Audi 90
1989 Audi 100

$398" per mo. M.S.R.P. $21,950
$448"
M.S.R.P. $27,125
$51r per mo. M.S.R.P. $30,440

per mo.

LAMONI WWI M. MEP isk•••• &Moore ••••p• Tea, boom 41•••• pup. wino Mail Pam
elogr• Wm Fermi pkoo
6.00 a UM
••••••••• Wm Magma

Carroll Audi
800 Chestnut

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-8850

Remote Control
7-Shirts
As Low As 11.99 each

11101UNG
MIENS
CASILIAIL

CORN AUSTIN
ky.oaks mall,paducall•u xirt lure,murrav

4 •
441fr
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060
Notice

Leese Toi la-ss Al
DWAIN TAVLOR
CUE VROIE

Applications
Now Being
Accepted

Commercial
Building
For Rent
Good Location.
753-4682 or
753-5870

leIN GEO iNiZ4 1,7211174ma •
Cam Con. as 753 2617
PLasT11 7.1Ie L License
..0 End [raw
II I& C1e,

$500 FOR AMC of persons
that stole two 8 white aluminum porch pillars 1 port
air comp 4 cyl Wisc 2
carb Chry manifold and
misc 753 2475

OPENING April 1 Country
At Heart' Hours Tuesday
Saturday 9a m 5p m
Sunday 1 5p m Featuring
wood and quilt crafts hand
woven baskets, antiques
quilts Located in Aurora
next to The Brass Lantern

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it may
not cover some of the
newer treatments such
as chemotherapy Foe
free information call

Our Private
Party ads are
full of
bargains. No
Matter what
you need,
read our
classified!

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-44199
"tree .mai Own sen.ce*

BRAIDED Throw Rugs As
sorted colors $5 each
Terry s Paint & Decorating.
.•ns de Shopping

Shoney $
Inn
1980 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit Convertable
64.000 miles, excellent
condition 753-4060
759 1828
$300 a day processing
phone orders People call
you 901 423 0173 ext
L 1
ACT in TV commercials No
experience All ages Child
ren, teens young adults
families etc High pay TV
advertising Call for casting
information Charm Studios (313) 542 8400 Ext
2614

LPN Position In ICCU Full
time on 11 7 shift and as
needed Subknit resume/
application to Personnel
Marshall County Hospital
503 George McClain Drive
Benton KY 42025
NEED small eemetary
cleaned Trimming and
hauling New Concord
area 753 1257
NURSING Assistants
Needed PRN for Marshall
County Hospital and Long
Term Care Fatality Submit
resume application to Personnel. Marshall County
Hospital, 503 George McC
lain Drive Benton KY
42025
PRESS Set up and Opera
tor Experienced person to
set up multiple operations
to perform bending punch
ing roll forming and cutting
operations Must be tam!'
tar with progressive dies
and transfer dies If you are
qualified send resume to
Dresden Products Inc
P0 Box 501 Dresden, TN
38225, Attn Personnel

Deli Help
Needed

PtAtill Jobs

The Nearly
New Shop

CHARLES Frace New release, -Gant Panda Ad
vanced orders 25% off re
tail Framers Discount Gal
iery Dixieland Center
Chestnut St 753 0077

800 S. 4th
and Glendale
Open Tues -Sat.
10-5
Now taking good
used furniture on
Consignment Also
need men & women's XXL clothes.

S NGLES Feeling lonley
depressed and inadequate
.e. a couples world l Maybe
you would just like to share
feeliegs ,ssues and con
cerns with others just like
yourself Call 753 8494

:ARPET Outlet Quality
carpets arid vinyl at affordable prices Former Uncle
s re,..ding 753 2600

4-"'""`"•;,.,
'
r'""'""'"'V,
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* LOW PRICES*
Call After 530 p.m.
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753-8691
_atex wall paint
--,- $2999 Get at
Decorating Center
4:r St Murray
-

•4

-ER S Day Special'
t•ansferred to
tact Only 6c per foot
, ac Expires May
,
onna Darnell
1.246
.rniture Mart 3
- ; suite. $699
rio jeffs Build-

FOUND Bicycle in creek at
Canterbury Subdivision
753 9479
FOUND Large shaggy
^a,e Found on
brown dog ,
Sycamore Can be picked
up at '16 Sycamore
LOST Burgundy binder
Reward offered No ques
bons asked 436 5697
LOST Goo bracelet lost in
Bel-Air or Central Shopping
Center sentimental
753 0 180 753 2 798 .
753 8525

$109
20 words)
cnarge tor more than 20 vvords
e Kentucky(
Jratewide Classified
cicssifed cid vertisernent to appeai
Ken.cky Press Association
• ,• ,..',papers througout the
•Jrt Your Ciasd Today!

Ledger & Times
753 1916

r

,

CLASSIFIL,
PRCJGRAM

HEALTH INSURANCE
It rt has anything to do with Major Medical
Insurance, Medicare Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insurance, we writ
it and one of our companets writes more
Individual Guaranteed Renewable Heatt
Insurance than any A+ Best rated Compan
in America
We represent 9 "A" Excellent and "A+'
Superior Best rated companies to offer yo
the best possible rate and benefits

Call us today for a Price
and Benefit Quote.

McConnOl
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Building
753-4199

Start S1039.-Hour
I-or Exam & Appbeauen
Informaunn Call
(214i 756-2222
Ext. 11112
9 am-* pm 7 DiNE

BE Your Own Boss Have
your own business through
Rickshaw Imports Wicker
home party plan No money
collecting or delivering Excellent income Call
or
5 2 7 0904
(618J569-5655
COSMOSTOLOGIST or
Barber Stylist New owners seeking talented individual Great opportunity for
right person Apply in person Headquarters, 715
South 12th St Murray. Ky
COUNTER person needed
to work through lunch
Other position also avail
able Apply in person TJ s
Bar B-C/ 806 Chestnut No
phone calls please
Career Opportunity
Available
With regional independent insurance agency m
West Kentucky area. Invokes production and
ser%ice of commercial
lines accounts Expenence required Send complete resume to
Peel & Holland, Inc.,
Attn. R.C. Riley
P.O. Box 427, Benton.
KY 42025
CRUISE Ship Jobs stew
ardess and waitress
59 4644 ext C134
DID Christmas get you be
tmnd? Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours full or part
trne Earn up to 50%, Call
today 753-0171

Apply in person

Owen
Food Market
SUBBY'S now taking appli
cations for full-time man
agement positions Previ
ous food management ex
penence helpful Send
resume to Lakee Enter
prises. 300 West 10th St
Metropolis IL 62960
UP to $300 daily People
call you to order employ
ment and business oppor
tunity publications
759 4644 ext L104
WANTED A trustworthy
dependable person in the
New Providence/ Hazel
area to clean house for
pregnant teacher Refer
ences requested Non
smoker only Call 492-8208
after 5p m
WORK from home $60 per
100 preparing mail Infor
mation send stamp to K S
Enterprises, P 0 Box
5157 NW Hillside NJ
07205

EXPERIENCED sheet
metal duct installer Call
753-8181 between 8a m
and 4 30p m
GENERAL Handyman
Needed
Experience
necessary Must be willing
to work with all odd jobs
Call Helping Hand
753-8866

Call fa free brochure explaining how you can sell
Liz Claiborne, Ocean Pa
cfic, Chic,Catalina, Hang
Ten & hundreds more top
name brand ladies' &
children's were f aaproxi,-ateiy 1(2(one hail)
of what department stores
charge for identical merchandise $21,500 Includes all Gail Marlenna
Fashions, Inc 1-904785-4111
iin

HOUSEKEEPER For
Large Home Must be neat.
aggressive willing to work
4 5 days per week, have
own transportation good
references Good pay
Send resume to Box 402.
Murray
IMMEDIATE Opening in
Respiratory Care Departmoot at Marshall County
Hospital Position is PRN
up to full time 3-11 shift
and requires call Qualifications are CRTT E CRTT or
registry Submit resume/
application to Personnel
Marshall County Hospital
503 George McClain Drive.
Benton, KY 42025
KITCHEN help needed immediately Must be 21
Apply in person at The Bog
Apple Cafe or call
901 247-5798
LOCAL sales representative needed for promotional
garment and specialty
company Mail resume to
P 0 Box 3096 Paducah
KY 42003

Appliances
GOOD GE refrigerator,
$100 489-2475
_oreis7s In
C

•tilf7lINES
•CHUIST LINES
.TRAVEL AGENCIIS

ieD.ei ST 'VMS TRAINING
•PIPIA • AL AID AVMS.
•1011 PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

instruct100

Train to be a ProfeesiOnai
•SECRETAR
-EXECUTIVE SEC
-WORD PROCESSOR
HONE STUDY IRE* 71WHING
41NAPICIAL AID AVAIL
-JOS PLACEMENT ASS.ST

1-800-327-7728
too HART SCHOOL
• ON a/ACT
, Fl
m.r warm Penvane7.
C

AMENIM
LEARN TO DRIVE

s"

TRACTOR-TRAILER

•ow •spor••••c•

BUYING alljminum cans
50c lb , b ttery, scrap
metal, coppr and junk
cars KGA Rycycling
498 8785
492 8183 da
nights
COPPER,alu num stain
less and rach tors Post
Oak Rd , Hwy 94 East
753 0467

z

13 PATIO lube glass rollout windows with screens
aluminum, no maintenance
and door Day 753-1959.
night 753-0870
1987 JOHN DEERE 180
Riding Lawn Mower 46
inch cut, like new,still under
full warranty, factory cover
ncluded $2,600 Kenmore
portable dishwasher $40
436 2547

3 VALLEY 4x8 pool tables
Also 4 pinball machines
753-1217
5 HORSE Tiller
$115 436-2389

ALLIANCE
TRACTORTNNLIIII
TRAMINISOINTVIS
UNIANDIRTN

carkarno

Home
Furnishings

CHERRY Table & Chairs 6
upholstered seats including
captain's chair, leaf
753-9369
COFFEE Table Pecan,
glass top, octigon shape
with rattan bottom, 2 years
old excellent condition
753-9930

SL EPERsofa,3 4months
old, twin bed, box springs
and Mattress 4 months old
Smat)lutchen set table and
2 cha s 759-1046 Must
sell n reasonable offer
refused

SINGER 0.in Arm Sewing
Machine Zu. zag buttonholes, etc. Ilk new Sold
for $350 Pay alance of
$80 10 or $15 er month
753-3315
SINGER Touch
Sew
sewing machine
d ca
binet $100 753\8836
evenings

Bolen

AKC Keeshond pups 7
weeks old $150 each AKC
German Shephards ready
by May 15 $125 each Two
14 boats one with 2 seats
and carpet, $275 One extra wide, $165 247-6285
BLUE PROM DRESS Tea
length fitted bodice, size
16,18 Call 753-1265 after
6p m

4440 JOHN Deere tractor
Call Bobby Mohler
753-6692
FARM Equipment Want to
Buy 2 row trailer type to
bacco setter For Sale 2
row cultivator 492-8411
FARM Sold Equipment
must sell 430 Model Case
tractor $2,450 6' Papec
bush mower $425 6'
Burch 3-point disc $375
Two 14- flat bottom plow,
$185 3-Point scoup- $225
All in excellent condition
753-7418

CHEVY 6 cylinder truck engine, $200. Chevy 3-speed
transmission with duch and
pressure plate $35, both
for $225 Heavy duty
chrome rear bumper for
Chevy truck, $100 Short GOOSENECK Trailer 32',
wheel base topper, $75 heavyduty, 3 axe!, electric
Upright freezer. $35 Like brakes with loading ramps,
new super single waterbed, $2.900 Call 759-1204 becomplete. set up for you to fore 8a m or after 8p m
see, $125 753-6962
TOTE 5 ton fertilizer
DISPLAY CASES 2-4 spreader, 1,500 gallon waglass cases with lights ter tank, home light pump
with Briggs & Stratton en$150 each like new
gine 753-9861
489-2633
FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
like houses complete
electric in every way 3 lots
for sale with complete
hook-ups for mobile
homes 2 mobile homes
You have to see to believe'
Call for an appointment
492 8806

GO carts go carts go carts
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Trac
tor Center Industrial Road
Call 759-9831
HOFFCO LJI Hoe Garden
Tiller only 25Ibs $229 95
Keith's Lawn & Tractor InMurray
dustrial Rd
759 9831
LARGE large large selec
lion of storage buildings in
stock for immediate deliv
ery Acree Portable BuildKy
ings, Mayfield
502-247 7831
MANURE sold by the truck
load or bag Will deliver
753-8372
PHOTO enlarger and darkroom equipment, $125
753-7300

1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753 4109
2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment '4 mile from
campus water paid, $175 1
person, $185 2 people
Available now No pets No
children 753-5980
2 BEDROOM apartment in
Northwood appliances
furnished carpeted $250
per month 759 4406
2 BEDROOM, furnished,
utilities paid no children or
pets prefer mid aged people 436 5431
2 BEDROOM furnished upstairs apartment, 1604
Miller Phone 753-0932 or
753 5898

PURE bred Charolais bulls
14 months old Phone
522 8005

150

Pets
& Supplies
3 REGISTERED Bassett
Puppies Tri colored but
mainly black and white Call
after 5 30p m 437 4360 or
753-4339
AKC male Austrian Terrier
puppy Call 489 2246
AKC Registered Golden
Retriever puppies 3
months old shots and
wormed (901)6441850

DOG Obedience by indivi
dual instruction with owner
andior dog Spring obeTOW Bar Excellent condidience classes get you and
tion, $225 759 4805 or
your puppy or dog out for
753-8430
fun and companionship No
force training makes it easy
270
to have a loving, but obeMobile
DUPLEX Lovely 2 bed- dient dog Also offering
Homes For Sale
room, washer/ dryer hook- summer classes for obe1960 10x50 AMERICAN up dishwasher, garbage d lance instructors
for
Mobile Home Good condi- disposal, walk-in closets, (502)436-2858
tion, central air and under- deck and much more, information
pinning, $1,850 474-8861, Westwood Subdivision
GROOMINGDALES 2513
$350/ month, $300 deposit
665-5036
Road,
Coldwater
Lease until July, then re- 753-6756 Jack Covey,
1979 FLEETWOOD All newable on yearly basis
Owner/ Groomer Graduelectric. 14x70, 3 bedroom, 753 9660 after 3 30p m
ate State Certified Central
2 bath, outside storage
Academy of Dog Groombuilding, covered front FURNISHED Apartments
porch 492 8642 after Efficiency. 1 or 2 bed- ing Registered Member
rooms Also sleeping National Dog Groomers
5p m
rooms Adults only No Association of America,
1987, 14x70 2 BED- pets Zimmerman Apart
Inc Clean new, modern
ROOM, bath utility room, ments South 16th St
facility The ultimate for
living room kitchen Can be 753-6609
your pet's grooming needs
seen at A3 Coach Estates
Where every pet is a VIP
NICELY furnished 1 or 2 (Very Important Pet)
or call 753-2644
bedroom apartments lo2 BEDROOM Trailer
cated near campus Also
10x50, good condition
Houses For Rent near cam- MINITURE Schnauzer,
good A/C stove and re- pus Nice, quiet locations year old, black with grey,
2 beds
frigerator
one 4-5 bedroom, one 3 registered Asking price
753-3279
bedroom 753-0606 nights, $150, original price $350
Call after 5P M 753-8317
HOUSE Trailer 1260 2 753-6111 days
util
appliances
bedrooms,
ROOMY I bedroom duplex PARADISE Kennels AKC
ity pole, $2.500 759 4805 for adults water furnished Poodle puppies, AKC Bull
or 753-8430
$125 per month 489 2595 Terriers, grooming and
boarding, Hwy 94 East
MOBILE Home 1989 Bu
753-4106
caneer, 14x80, 3 bedroom
2 baths 753-7181
PEG'S Dog Grooming,
MOBILE Home 2 bed
1 MILE south of Crossing 753-2915 Drop your pet off
rooms. 1 bath 14x65 very on paved road brick house as you go in to work and
nice, best reasonable offer 6 rooms and bath, $150, pick up afterwards
759-4054
month 498-8674
PEKINEESE Puppies
AKC, shots and wormed
MOBILE Home & Lot 2'/i BEDROOM House
1982, 14x60, 2 bedroom 2 Refrigerator, stove, $325/ (901)6485024
bath, '4 mile from lake month, lease « deposit rePEKINESE puppies and
$19,500 436-5358 after quired 436-2284
adults, AKC small type
6p m
3 BEDROOM house, 4 (901)648 5024
miles south 2 bedroom PET Pen- full line pet shop
260
house in Panorama Depo
Tropical fish, small aniMobile
sit and references required
mals, young birds- some
Homes For Rent
753-6753
tame Dog grooming, rea2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
sonable prices and quality
or unfurnished Some new NICE 2 Bedroom Brick 8 service for the caring pet
reMurray.
of
SE
miles
furniture, natural gas
Mon -Sat,
owner
electric air conditioned frigerator, stove, deposit & 10A M -6P.M., Sun
492-8594
references
Shady Oaks 753-5209
1-5P M 759-1322, 1101
FURNISHED 12x60 2 bed SMALL House Extra nice Storey
pets In
rooms, utility room, on nice No children No
SHIH-TSUS, Pekinese and
private lot 2 miles from Murray 753-3371
Keeshonds for sale
town 753-2250
VERY Nice 1 bedroom 474-8057
home, 1 mile southwest of
290
Murray, $250' month, 1
Heating
month deposit Will con430
And Goofing
sider sale Call 753-6125
Real
mornings
Estate
AIR Conditioner for sale
Dill Electric 759-1577
BOB HALEY- ethical
knowledgable, easy to
work with He cares' Call
him today at Roberts Realty
MOBILE Home lot for ren
753-1651 or 489-2266
near Murray 753-4628
35 EAR old couple wants
FOR Sale Good rental
to r t 3-4 bedroom home
property, four apartments,
les
Full-time
1
June
in a by
1 block from campus
For
Saki
graduate student, 2 child
$42,000, call 753-1203
Lease
Or
pets
no
ren,
(901)584,-2653
4,000 SQUARE Ft Building Ideally located for man- GOVERNMENT HOMES'
ufacturing, wholesale From $1 (U Repair) forclosupply, fitness center, fac- sures repos, tax delintory outlet, child day care, quent properties Now sellFurnished church or rental storage ing this areal Call (Refund1 BE DROO
Apartment Clo to univer- purposes Well insulated able) 1-315-733-6064 Ext
sity and hospital, ome utili- and equipped with 4 of- G2558 for current listings'
ties paid 753-012 or fices. 2 restrooms, adequRealty offers
753-8756
ate parking, all city utilities KOPPERUD
a complete range of Real
and room for expansion
ent
wide
1 BEDROOM Ap
Priced for quick sale Offers Estate services with a
Low utilities, $145/ • th, appreciated
Call selection of quality homes
references required
all prices 753-1222, toll
(502)759-9439 after 5p m
pets 753-3949
free 1 800 251 HOME Ext
711 L for courteous,compeBUSINESS For Sale
1 BEDROOM Apartment
tent Real Estate service
No pets $150 per month $30,000 • net per year
We make buying & selling
Interested parties only At
rent, $75 deposit
Real
Estate easy for you
753-5731
m
5p
r
753-4804
CLEAN, Attractive 1 Bedroom Apartment furnished,
private bath. partial utilities
paid, no children or pets,
lease and deposit required,
$175 436-2755

GOLF Clubs For Sale A
complete set of Dunlop 2
through SW cast irons
1-3-5 metal woods with golf
bag and head covers. 10
irons, 3 woods with bag for
MOVING 1800 BTU Sears only $200 Call John Wil
model air conditioner, only hams at 753-3231 during
used 1 season $450 0130 day
9x12 Paprika color oval
fringe rug $60 6 round
220
fringe rug $20 2200 BTU
kerosene heater $50 M
IAusical
items very good condition
(9 0 1 )2 4 7 5330 or UPRIGHT
247-5816
753-3632
POWERED Tub Lift For
lowering pence, with impaired movement into bath
Ha3s53hoaen d held spray
75
Illscellaneous

c

•Plagenten. DSO
•Inning.. aaal
AVOS0111

150

stove, washer,
WANTED 5 10 10 acres ELECTRIC
bedroom furniwest of 641. to b Id house living room/
lots of
on Prefer som trees, ture, dinette set,
misc 436-2759
paved road P0 :.x1355,
Murray
NEW beds, springs and
mattresses New living
WANTED White •ucks
room suite in all colors and
Murray Memorial Ga dens
styles. starting at
753 2654
$50-$300 Call 753-2922 Of
WE buy scrap alumi urn, 527-1451 ask for Neal
copper brass and aImiPUT in your order for a
num cans Call Balcan Ftehandsome custom made
cycling @ 753 0338
butcher block table From
basic to excuisite, any size
height Of shape to fit your
need or fancy Genuine oak
tops Call today 435-4142
120 GALLON fuel tank with
hand pump $100 10x6 SIMMONS white crib and
greenhouse frame with mattress, excellent condidoor. $75 Straw for sale,
, $100 Maple bunk bed
e, excellent condition,
$1 25/ bale Boom pole,
$30 435-4263
$ 75 759-1567

••••••••1

•00,Cenit.....
•susisseno""
veer,

WESTINGHOUSE washer
large capacity Penney's
dryer 759-1937 after
4 30p m

8 SOFA tan and brown,
brown matching chair, rust
colored recliner, hexagon
coffee table $600 Also assorted pictures and accessories Call 753-2452
anytime

3 PROM Dresses Size 3, 5.
& 7, only worn once
759-1113

HALF PRICE
STORE!!
GROUND FLOOR
OPPORTUNITY,

TROY BM 6 cylinder tiller
1964 Oldsmobile Station
wagon, 74,000 miles Zenith Hi Fi redid TV/ record
player good condition like
new 753 8690

1

WILL mow lawns any size
reasonable rates Call after
5P M Mon Fri anytime
Wayne
weekends
489 2342

EARN MONEY Reading
books' $30000, year income potential Details (1)
805 687 6000 Ext
Y 10706
EXPERIENCED Painter
Foreman Must have 5
years experience or more
on residential and commer
cial work Also need
painter Apply at Black's
Decorating Center, 701 S
4th Street Murray Kentucky or call 753 0839

ruction

1 SET of 4 -Tread
CONCRETE STEPS
437-4092

WILL care for the elderly or
sick Call for more informa
bon 753 4590 or 489 2798
Good references

JENNY Lind baby cradle
baby bathtub, maternity
dothes 753-9625

110

MOWING- TILLING adult
reasonable dependable
Call 436-2879 anytime

WANTED Yards to mow in
city 759 1264

Lrvestock
& Supplies

Articles
For Salt

NATIONALLY known
franchised weight loss bus
iness Small investment,
large profit Ideal business
for Murray little competition For more information
call 753-8583 after 5p m

roan for

370

240

150

lig Business
Opportunity

Help
Wanted

PROM Dress & Crinoline
Size 7 floor length, lots of
ruffles white trimmed in
red worn 1 time CaM after
5p m 753-8583
PROM Dress crinoline,
size 6, white with gold polka
dots, worn once beautiful
759-1157

CHANNEL Catfish Finger
wigs $60 per 1.000 and up
deliver
Can
(601)840-0307
FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436 2562. 436-2758

1

5

a

li

.111101..•

MONDAY, APR11, 24, 1989

Is
iok
doe
volass bulls
iId Phone

ED Bassett
:olored but
id white Call
437 4360 or
anan Terrier
39-2246
red Golden
uppies 3
shots and
>644-1850
ice by indivi
n with owner
Spring obe
5 get you and
r dog out for
anionship No
-nakes it easy
ing, but obeklso offering
ses for obestructors
2858 for
ALES, 2513
Road,
r
lack Covey,
imer Gradurtified Central
Dog Groomed Member
g Groomers
of America,
new, modern
ultimate for
ioming needs
petisaVIP
ant Pet)
3chnauzer, 1
ick with grey.
Asking price
il price $350
M 753 8317

Cennels AKC
ies, AKC Bull
(Doming and
wy 94 East

) Grooming,
-op your pet off
-1 to work and
rwards

E Puppies
and wormed
24

puppies and
; small type
24

I line pet shop
h, small ani
; birds- some
)rooming, rea
es and quality
the caring pet
Mon -Sat,
P M , Sun
9-1322, 1101

, Pekinese and
s for sale

Ural
Mats

EY- ethical
ble, easy to
-le cares! Call
Roberts Realty
r 489-2266

Good rental
ur apartments,
•om campus
II 753-1203

ENT HOMES!
Repair) fordoas, tax delin
nes Now sellCall (Refund-733-6064 Ext
current listings!

) Realty offers
range of Real
ces with a wide
quality homes
753-1222, toll
?51-HOME Ext
irteous, compe
Estate service
iuying & selling
easy for you

CLASSIFIEDS
.1.10

1 FULL acre of waterfront
property in a strictly resi
den Dal subdivision, located
in Leisure Acres Priced
nice Contact Cindy at
Roberts Realty at 753-1651
or 435-4510
CORNER lot (acre)6 miles
east Murray Access
beach, boat dock $3,100
Call 1 618 524 8658

.160
Hams
For Salo
2 STORY 2 bedrooms, located in Center Ridge Resort. 800 sq ft .3 lots, brand
new, $28,000 Serious inquiries only call 759-4905
or 753-0659

1984 HONDA ATC 200S
3 Wheeler Rack and trailer
hitch excellent condition
435-4468
1987 HONDA 125 4 Trax
1987 Honda Elite 505 motor scooter 759-1605

1984 PONTIAC Fiero.
white Call before 5p m
753-2895
1985 BUICK Century Lim
ited 66 000 miles, loaded.
$5500 or best offer May
be seen at 1109 Chestnut
(Carquest) or call 753-8311
days or 753-2926 nights

ATV parts accessories,
tires & service for all
brands' Keith's Lawn & 1986 DELTA 88 Candy
Tractor, Industrial Rd Mur- , apple red, $7,900
759-1937 after 4 30p m
ray 759-9831
COME see the world's
most innovative line of Polans ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor Industrial Rd Murray 759-9831
GS 100 SUZUKI 15,000
miles, mint, $850
753-7300

1986 LINCOLN Mark VII
LSC, loaded 1988 Mercury
Topaz LS, loaded like new
753-3632
1986 OLDS Cutlass Ciera
real nice 1982 F-100 Ford
van For sale or trade either
for boat 753-4524

1986 PONTIAC Sunbird
YAMAHA Scooter. $200
SE Sharp and showy car,
3 BEDROOM house, 309 759-9905 after 5p m
white with red interior
South 10th St 753-7837 or
23,000 miles, 5-speed
(901)664-5128
490
transmission, white letter
3 BEDROOM home in
tires, factory mag wheels
Used
country 2 extra sleeping
$5,600 753-0902
Cars
rooms upstairs, large living
1966 FORD Falcon,
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air 12 2-door Call 759-4660 after
miles east of Murray. 5 30p m
$50,000 Call 753-1203
1975 MONTE Carlo- Light
CARS:
3 BEDROOM. 2 bath cedar blue, PS, PB, air Can be
88 Olds 98 Rehome in-town, $30,000 seen at 801 Minerva,
753-7906
753-0659
gency: 16,000
miles, loaded.
1976 BUICK Limited good
4 BEDROOM Brick Home
On 1 acre in country be- condition Call after 5p m
tween Murray Benton and 492-8346
'88 Dodge DayLakes Area Owner 1977 CAPRICE gray,
tona: Red, 15,000
transferred- Must sell! Re- 4-door, $600
527-9729
miles.
duced to $30,000! Call
1977 THUNDERBIRD
437-4785 for viewing
good shape, can be seen at
'87 Olds Delta
BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1 1303
Storey Call after
88
Regency:
bath, Keenland Drive Ap- 5p m
753-6538
35,000 miles,
pointment only 474-2342.
1981 OLDSMOBILE Cutloaded
BY Owner, 4 bedrooms, lass
Supreme 4 new tires,
kitchen, dining, living room,
$1,500, or best offer
2 baths, central heat & air, 753-9752
'87 Olds Delta 88
city water & sewer, located
Royale: 37,000
in Puryear. Call after 5p m
1981 PONTIAC Bonneville
miles, loaded.
(901)247-5481
2-door, excellent condition.
753-3415 After 5p m
COMTEMPORARY 3 bed- 753-3304
'87 Chrysler Laroom, 27, bath, on 1 acre
Baron Coupe:
wooded lot in city. 2500 1982 AMC Eagle Station18,000 miles
square feet include living wagon:4-door, 2 or 4 wheel
room, dining room, family drive, fully equipped with
room with fireplace, large air, power seats, windows,
'87 Plymouth Regame room and spacious brakes. Mechanic4ly
liant Station Wadeck 2 car garage
sound Good interior and
gon:
21,000 miles
Cathedral ceilings in mas- exterior 78,000 actual
miles. bought new in Murter suite and living room
'87 Oldsmobile
Built in 1987 this is a MUST ray $3,200. 753-9429
TO SEE! Call 759-9931 afCutlass Clara: 2
ter 5P.M.
dr., Bl. cherry,
1982 ESCORT 2-door,
COUNTRY home, 3 acres, 4-speed, air, 46,000 miles,
36,000 miles.
2-4 bedrooms, in TN 3 $1,800 753-7523
miles from Hazel 9 miles
'86 Chevrolet
Murray. 30s 901-247-5547 1982 SUPRA PS, PB, A/C,
tilt, cruise power locks,
Cavelier: auto
after 3P M
windows, mirrors, sunroof,
good condition Must sell
'86 Chevrolet
EXCELLENT 1st House or 762-2834
Celebrity Euroselderly couple Large lot 1983 OLDSMOBILE Cutport.
with fenced backyard See lass Calais T tops, with
at 308 North 8th St
equipment, 55,000 miles
753-7275
'86 Chrysler La$5,500 firm Call Kevin at
Baron GTS: 4 dr.
FOR Sale By Owners Rus- 759-1024
tic split level on beautiful 2 1984 CAMARO 1 owner,
Burgundy 24,000
acre lot near Moores AT, A/C, stereo 1986 Z-28:
miles auto, air.
Camp House features 3 AT, A/C, T-tops 753-8156,
bedrooms, living room,
'85 Porche 944:
great room with fireplace, 2 1984 CHRYSLER LAZER:
49,000 miles,
baths. 1 with Jacuzzi, utility A/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
room, kitchen and dining PS, PB 753-4993 after
loaded.
4p
m
room, 2 car garage, central
air & heat, decks arid large 1984 CUTLASS Supreme
'85 Chrysler New
storage building Needs a Brougham Loaded, nice
Yorker: loaded.
little fixing up- great poten- car 753-6382
tial! Due to drvorce, owners
1984 HONDA Accord LX
need to sell Make an offer
'85 Plymouth
Call 362-4900 after 5p.m. 4-door, very low mileage,
Horizon: 4 speed.
$5,650
753-6149
or
to see
753 4437
GOVERNMENT HOMES!
'85 Pontiac 6000:
1984 NISSAN Sentra,
$100 (U Repair) Foreclo4 dr. Gold, 66,000
sures, Tax Delinquent $2000 753-9778
miles.
Property Now Selling This
areal Call (Refundable)
1-518-459-3546 Ext H-973
'83 Cadillac
Now it's
for listings
Fleetwood Brgh.:
HOUSE & 2 Acres ComWhite, 61,000
free 1-800-325-3229
plete renovation 1983
miles
Vinyl siding, 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, central heat/ air, fireTRUCKS &
place, washer/ dryer/ range
included Acreage fenced
VANS:
and sowed in grass; 2 utility
New & Used
'88 Dodge Dakota
outbuildings, good well and
GM Executives &
septic system. $24,500
SE, LWB.
Program Vehicles
436-2336 after 6p m

Dan
ron Taylor
Chevrolet Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Pans, TN

901442-3900
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

470
Ikaorcyclos
1978 CB-400 HONDA
Hawk $300, needs smal
work 247-6285
1978 YZ 400 YAMAHA
Call 759-4660 after
5 30p m
1980 HONDA C-70 Motor
Bike low mileage, good
condition Can be seen at
801 Minerva, 753-7906
1983 HONDA 450 Automatic, has windshield and
detachable cases. showroom clean 522-8610 or
474-2732

1986 Z-28 CAMARO red,
tuned port injection, tilt,
cruise, T-tops. 39,000
miles, $9,300 753-6664
anytime

Rent A Car
From Us At

TOYOTA
515 S 12

SCAFFOLDS
Rental scaffolding
provides a safe,
durable work platform
Assembled
quickly, with no
special tools
required Available
in multiples of frames

MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES CENTER
200 E. Main St. Murray 7534201

'88 Chev. C-20
Conversion Van:
26,090 miles, TV,
VCR, loaded.
'87 GMC S-15:
air
'87 Plymouth
Voyager: White,
41,000 miles.
'86 Dodge 0-100
SWB: Blue 37,000
miles, manual
trans. & air.

753-4961

Did You Know That We Rent

S30
Used
Can

Motorcycles

ALL ELIGABLE
VEHICLES CARRY
A 3 MONTH
3,000 MILE
WARRANTY.

Dodge,Ina.
E. Wood
-1101tit. Tt4
lies1114340114-4111001316-44at

"Whattrlaw, ft Talmo. .
litt Want to ba Your
Car or Truck Company-

11

Whirray Ledger & Times

490
Lots
FOf Sae

PAGE

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.
'79 Olds Cutlass
'80 Toyota CorroNs
78 AMC Pacer
78 Ford LTD
'82 Dodge Arias

1977 WINNEBAGO Motor BREAKING and discing
Home 440 Dodge motor, gardens and yard land
scaping Bush hogging
low mileage 753 4848
leveling driveways and
buildings flower beds
8' SLIDE IN Truck Camper
self-contained. $500 Call 436-5430 or 753-0659
753-7783 after 5p m
CUSTOM tilling with Troy
Built tiller Will till garden by
AIRSTREAM 1975, 31
rear bath Phone 759-1839 the hour or by the size
436-5462
days, 753-0114 evenings
520
Boats
& Motors

78 Camaro Z-28
'76 Olds Cutlass
'77 Olds Toronado
'75 Pinto

Call Sammy

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Phone
Murray KY 753-4961
1986 PONTIAC Grand Am
LE 35,000 miles, $6,500
753-2494 after 5p m
1987 TAURUS L 38,000
miles silver, cruise, tilt.
AM-FM cassette, $5,850
437-4723
1988 CAVELIER Wagon
12,400 miles, sell or trade
382-2889
1988 CHEVROLET Cavelier Low miles, 1 owner,
excellent condition, $7,495
or reasonable offer considered 753-5447 after 5p m
1988 VW Fox GL 11,800
miles, 4-door, red, superb
condition 436-2595 after
5p m
1977 OLDSMOBILE new
tires, red & white, $600
753-2392
1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo
Sports Coupe new turbo,
new tires, power windows,
T-tops, power steering,
power brakes, AM-FM stereo, cruise control. Call
759-1026.
Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
Rent From Gene At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
502 753-2617

Yens
1987 AEROSTAR Van XL
Clean, sharp, low mileage
family owned, $11,000.
(901)247-3986

1952 CHEVROLET Pick
up Many new parts- tail
gate, front bed panel, doo
panel, muffler, windshield
gauges, wipers, tires, sea
covers, floorboard, brakes
and bearing, king pins, fue
pump Comes with extra
transmission, 8 wheels &
tires, primed 75% restored
Asking $1,100 or best offer
753-0530 after 4p m
1978 AND 1977- 1 ton, 4x4,
metal bed, GMCs 1969
14 ton GMC. 2- CP550
drills and core drills, drill
pipe, water and grout
pumps, drill and grout
equipment Hipe and building
material
502-365-3522
1978 FORD Bronco Ranger X LT too many extras to
list, $4,500 762-6158, call
anytime
1980 TOYOTA 4x4 Sound
and sharp truck $2,500
Must sell! 436-c-131
1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent
condition 345-2561
1986 FORD F-250 4x4
A/C, PS, PB, tip-top condition, $9,700 753-0651
1988 FORD Ranger S Plus
5,500 miles, stereo cassette, factory warranty Call
753-4123 after 4p m
510
Camara
1971 FORD RV Camper
self-contained bath. galley
and dinette full bed, 360
engine, runs good Bill
436-2983
1975 BRAVO 35', fifth
wheel camper 753-0906
1978 STARCRAFT 21' self
contained tandem travel
trailer, fully equipped, excellent condition, $3,975
753-8019
28' OPEN Road Motor
Home Fully self-contained
with generator power plant,
very nice for price See at
Stella Grocery 753-7443 or
489 2256
30 MONITOR travel trailer
2 door, rear bath, good
storage, on cement pad at
Missing Hills Campground
436-5519

10x5 RED tilt trailer, $350
Water Scamp 2 man boat
$275 753-9536 after 5p m
12 BOAT -3'6 HP motor,
trailer, great fishing rig. only
$325 436-2816 anytime
14' SEA Nymph 65HP
Mercury, foot control trolling motor, Hummingbird
LCR 410, new seats, crappie gigs, live well. $2,000
753-7300

DECKS, patios, additions
sunrooms. framing, garages, new home construction Hourly or contract
Tripp Williams, Builder &
Broker 753-0563
DUANE & Tracy Hauling
Service We will load, haul
and pay dumping fees Will
go anywhere Call anytime
753-0820
DUNAWAY'S Painting- in
tenor, exterior, residential
commercial 753-6951, if
no answer 753-2332 Ask
for Mike

Services
Of

Sirs kit
Of

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
Dons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

NEW homes built decks
and additions Hourly or
contract 435-4306

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753 9400
HANDYMAN carpentry,
masonry, painDng electn
cal Quality work for a good
price 753-8372
INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate
JIM'S GARDEN SERVICE
Custom braking and dm
Ging gardens Satisfaction
guaranteed 759-4950
LAWN Care Dependable
reasonable rates Does
your lawn need mowing? Is
landscaping what you
need? If the answer to
these questions is yes call
759-9706 for estimate

ELECTRICIAN Quality
18' GLASTRON Deep V. work at a price you can
open bow, 140HP out- afford 24 hour service
board, PT&T, trailer, ex- 10% Senior Citizen disceptionally nice, $4,400 count Runyon Electric SerLAWN mowing and trim759-4697
vice 759-9682
ming, large or small,
1979 VENTURE Bass HAULING. yard work, Ire 435-4447 or 436-2331
Boat Excellent condition, removal, roofing, painting, LICENSED
electrician, renew carpet and upholstery, mowing Firewood for sale
sidential and commercial
115 Mercury, 1224 Evin- Free estimates 753-5981
Air conditioning Sales and
rude foot control, depth fin- or 759-1683
service Gas installation
der 437-4547
and repair for natural and
FAMILY Lawn Care Now in
Fred's Repair
1982 HYDRASPORT 270: its 2nd year' Specializing in LP
753-7203
1984 115 Mariner, tourna- lawn maintenance includ
ment rigged, excellent con- ing hedges and shrubbery
LICENSED electrician
dition, $7,500. 443-1075 Also hauling Now serving James Gallimore
electrical
days, 443-4757 evenings. county and city 10% off for service
Commercial and
23' SAILBOAT McGregor Senior Citizens Call now residential Fast, courteous
for dependable service
service 759-1835
Venture, sleeps 4, trailer
Free estimates 492-8838
and outboard motor
MOBILE HOME Specialist$3,000 436-2146
FENCE sales at Sears repair, leveling, underpinnow Call Sears 753-2310 ning, set-ups, tear-downs,
25' CRISS Craft Cruiser
excellent condition, for free estimate for your roofs, floors, plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane
$16,000 443-1075 days needs
straps 759-4850
443-4757 evenings.
FOR most any type drive25' FIBERGLASS House- way white rock also, any MOODY Mower Repair
type gravel, dirt and sand Pick-up and delivery, all
boat 70HP Evinrude, custom trailer, self-contained, call Roger Hudson, work guaranteed
753-5668
runs excellently, needs 753-4545 or 753-6763
cleaning and paint Bill GENERAL House & Office
436-2983
WE TAKE ALGAE
Cleaning. Also Spring
Cleaning including winoff of
ALUMINUM Fishing Boat
dows,floor stripping. ReferPONDS AND LAKES
16 foot Polar Kraft, 5 foot
ences supplied 759-1578.
non toxic
beam: 33HP Johnson motor (new overhaul), con- GENERAL Repair plumbGATEWAY MARKETING
sole, steering new, pedes- ing, roofing, tree work
753-7736
tal seats new battery, new 436-5895 or 436-2642
fuel tank, trolling motor,
new trailer $1,500 firm
436-2336 after 6p m
NEW WEIGHT LOSS SYSTEM
BRAND new Glastron/
Carlson CVX-18 Red &
white, Mercruiser 260
Alpha Once, SS prop, custom tandem trailer with
brakes and chrome wheels
( 3 1 4 )4 7 1 8 2 3 6
9a m -5p m
EVINRUDE electric bow
mount trolling motor with
remote foot control, like
new Also, pair of adult skiis
with rope 753-4771
FISHING Boat All new interior, 40HP Johnson, trolling motor, new battery,
trailer Asking $1,700, will
negotiate 492-8749
JAVELIN- Ozark- Vision
Johnson motors Excellent
service with experienced
mechanics Hoagland Marine, Aurora, KY 42048,
across from Sue & Charlie's,
Phone
502-474-2209.
530
Services
Offered
A-1 TREE Service, Your
pro service with 35 years
experience. Topping removal, stump removal,
spraying and feeding Free
estimates 753-0906
AAA Lawn Services of Murray All types of lawn services Free estimates on
mowing lawns 753-9537
ALARM System 24 hour
monitoring, lowest prices in
Purchase Area, guaranteed (502)753-0342 APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators. washers &
dryers Service on most
'Makes and models G E
factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Ma
son Rd , Hwy 783,
753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years experience Parts and service,
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper. 753-4872 or
436-5848
ATKINS Painting Free estimates with over 20 years
experience Call 437-4221
after 5p m
ATTENTION! For a first
class mowing Job of your
yard, bog or small Call J-nB's Mowing Service,
437-4171
C/13 CLEANING Service
Will do general house and
office cleaning. Also spring
cleaning and window washing. Monday thru Saturday
Call 753-7694 for
appointment

530

530
Ssrvkes
Offered

C.arnpers

PACE 1 coat black top sealant Also will do seamless
roofing 435-4336
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
759 4850
PORCHES and decks and
remodeling Call G & A
Construction 436-2617
SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North
Stella, Ky
SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113,
SIRESS Roofing. Free estimates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752
SPRING Cleaning for
houses 489-8740 or
(901)247-5588
SPRING Cleaning? We
can dean your home's exterior You'll be amazed at
the difference Super Clean
pressure wash Call us for a
free estimate 753-9752
call anytime

SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping pruning tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring jacks
installed phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, 753-0530
WET BASEMENT/ We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgan
Construction Company,
Route 2 Box 409-A, Paducah, KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026
WILL brake and disc gardens
753-5463 or
753-0144
WILL do plumbing installa
tion & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 or
753-1308

•

WILL provide excellent
LAWN Mowing Service 10 child care in my home for
years experience Any type afternoon shifts MondayReferences
of lawn care 436-2744 or Friday
753-5014
436-5211

•

/3"'

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

Spring Special

NEW STOP SMOKING SYSTEM
WHOLE HOME WATER CONDITIONING
WHOLE HOUSE WATER FILTER
ROOM AIR POLLUTION SYSTEM
SPAS, SAUNA, TANNING & TONING

Murray Hot Tubs
The Body Designer

50-foot Captain's Craft, V-8, dual air,
tub & shower, excellent condition

115 So. 13th St., Murray, Ky.
753-3492
Call for an appointment.

618-524-2533 or 524-2141

del•••••••••

Dial-A-Service

vas

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police
911

911

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Tiil.e74
4

RANDY THORNTON H ATING
8 AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trani* and Carrier dealer
for sales and serrIc• In Murray
and Calloway County

0

802 Chestnut,

bar

Service & Repair All Brands
on gd

753-8181

Quality Service At Reasonable Prices
3rd St. Almo
753-0530
(next to Old Almo School)

*

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Made Wrndows - Siding-Fencing
Downspouts 8 Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Sia,ng - Solar Screens
Call Us Today?
IZ!j.11.1181 A MINS 8 -1.1.10(11T1S.
is
1 21 By-Paaa
753-8407

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

753-5131

Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841
Center Dr off 641 N
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
M -F 8-5
•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luig.a.e racks •Truck rails and taikate guards

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952
HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing in
Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Corner of East Main & Industrial Rd. 753-5606

To place your ad in
the Dial-A-Service
call:

=

Wood VCR Service Center

TRAPIE

onl•••

Phone
753-2571

753-1916

Monday-Friday\8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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sisters, Mrs. Irene Henson, Rt. 5,
Benton, and Mrs. Sue Byassee and
Mrs. Mary Crouse, Murray; two
brothers, Gerald Freeman, Rt. 3,
Benton, and Milton Freeman, Rt. 1.
Hardin: three grandchildren.
Graveside rites will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at Filbeck and
Cann Funeal Home, Benton, after 5
p.m. Tuesday.

Edwin E. Freeman, 51, of Rt. I.
Hardin, died today at 3:50 a.m. at
Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Born May 23, 1937, in Marshall
County, he was the son of Ernest
Freeman and Lareva Henson
Freeman
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Eva
Brantley Freeman; one daughter,
Mrs. ‘'enita Harris, Rt. 1, Hardin:
three sons, David Freeman, Rt. 10,
Benton, and Gary Freeman and
Stce Freeman, Rt. I, Hardin, three

r

Robert H.Lang

•••

•
•

4.

Wis., Mrs. Judy Turek, Moline, Ill.,
and Mrs. Penny Nerdahl, Milwaukee; three brothers, William Lang,
Greenfield, Wis., James Lang.
Delafield. Wis., and Eugene Lang,
Milwaudkee.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
Atli he in charge of funerat• and
burial arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Building Fund of
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th
and Main Streets, Murray.

Robert H. Lang, 43, died suddenly at 2:15 p.m. Sunday at his
home on Rt. 1, Almo. He Ads
employed at Briggs & Stratton.
Survivors are his uite. MN. Elizabeth Ann Hegerty Lang. to
daughters, Miss Nicole Marie Lang
and Miss Anne Niche Lang. and
One stepson. John Michael Schultz.
all of Rt. I. Almo; his mother. Mrs
Dorothy Lang. Miluaukee. Wis.
Also surviving are three sisters.
Mrs. Joanne Erdman, Lai!le River.

Mrs. Mabel M. Dillard
hy Mason's Memorial Chapel of
Ma\ field.

fte funeral for Mrs. Mabel M.
.rd Aill be today at Mount
Horeb Free Will Baptist Church
1 fe Re\ Lester Peoples Sk il
IL ia:c
Ei..r,a1 will follow in Murray
Cemetery SS ith arrangements

Mrs. Dillard. 74. of 404 North
Cherry St.. Murray. died Wednesday at Murray -Calloway County
fiospital.

Andrew Wilson Kilpatrick
‘,4:.•L! Friday at 1 p.m. at Parkuay
Regional Hospital, Fulton.
He as a member of the Hickman Church of Jesus Christ.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ntartha Kilpatrick; one daughter,
N17•. Deborah Fitz, one son. Doulas Kilpatria:k. Murray: three
:.trand,bildren.

for Andre
s're Sunday at 2 p.m. in
Strong and Cryer
lEckfr,an
'Inc Res. James Uzzle and the
C W. Kessler officiated Fit,r:n Beech Gro‘e Cemetor\ •
H:ckman.
K:Ipatrkk 5: 11.,k-ilah.
-

Local agencies report burglaries
bo111 the 'Murray PoliLe Departthe
Calloway (our::%
• Department reported
burglaries
Dt.:::1/4.1.a.e Charles Peeler
\WI) reported a burglary at Dv.ain
Cherolet. According to Inc
sometime after 1()
•
the no-th. •n,p7.17
A
open ann
tne
Acre
"1:,c
apparentl‘
„cs

• ."c'

:aker. Peeler said he was not
Ahat else had been taken at

Sher:f-f J.D. Williams reported
A ., ',-urgaries over the
weekend.
Sometime between Saturday night
and Sunda morning, a well pump
uas taken from a well house at
Blood Ri er Baptist Church on
Hu\ 444. about five miles from
Ne,o. Concord.
1he other burglary occuring
.ornetime between Thursday night
Frida. morning at the home of
konad N1,..Cuiston. Rt. 2. Murray.
\ILCston reported a 20-horseDer Johnson outboard motor was
taken from his residence on Flint
Road.

Ck

Harper takes chair
with state chamber

Hog Market

Harper of Paducah took
tHs past ueek as chairman
.ne oard o1 the Kentucks
Commerce.

office was Murray
Harold Hurt. He takes
ds regional vice president of
..arnher for western Kentucky.
asing WPSD-TV general miLna•
John D. Williams.
Harper's one-year term will end
next April. He took office during
the chamber's annual meeting ;n
Louisville.
1,:s:r1g

hricral-Stalc Slarket 'es Service April
24 POO Kentuck.
, Purchase Area Hog 'Harkct Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
licc.ipts: hitl 7n, 6(.475 Barrows
25 loAcr. Suss most1-1.00 higher.
I • 1.2 220.250 lb•
S36.75-37.75
.....
1 • 1.2 200-220
1 s 2-3 220-250 lb. ...........
S36.25-34.75
1 • 4 2,0.270 lb.
%3.2.3.25
11.

1.2 2-0.350 lb.
I 5 1-3 .100-440 lb.
1 5 1-1 400-500 lb...
V. i.
00 And up
I s 2-3 100-500 lb..
It“ars 525.00-27.00
I ‘'

Mrs. Lottie E. Harmon Wilson

Mrs. Maxine Williams

Edwin E. Freeman

S27 00-28.50
$27.00-211.00
527.00-211.00
$29 00-31.50
526.00-27.00

Mrs. Maxine Williams, 64, of
New Concord died Sunday at 6:46
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member of
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
Born July 3, 1925, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
Lavada Marr Valentinc, and the late
Jamncs T. Valentine.
Survivors are her husband, Charles Williams, to whom she was
married on Oct. 6, 1943; two
daughters, Mrs. James (Reta Kay)
Moore, Hamlin, and Mrs. Eddie
(Paula Jo) Burgess, Dexter: to

sons, Larry Jeff Williams, Hamlin,
and Eddie Lee Williams and wife,
Micki, Germany; her mother, Mrs.
Lavada Valentine, Murray; one
brother, J.T. Valentine and wife,
Sally. Murray; 11 grandchildren;
one great-grandchild.
Services will be_. Tuesday at 4
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in New Concord
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Toy W. Grooms
Toy W. Grooms, 89. of Murray
died today at 8:19 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. His
wife, Mrs. Morinc Grooms, died
March 21, 1987.
A retired farmer, he was a member of a Pentecostal church. Born
March 7. 19(X). in Graves County,
he was th? son of the late Will
Grooms and Janie Ward Grooms.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Frank (Linda) Kendall, Mrs.
Herbert (Bobble) Calhoun, Mrs.
Gerald (Shirley) Cohoon and Mrs.
Paul (Patsy) Thorn, all of Murray;
three sons, Huel Grooms and Ralph

Mrs. Lottie Elizabeth Harmon
Wilson, 72, of 1661 Ryan Ave.,
Murray, died Saturday at 4:47 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Born June 13, 1916, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late James Edward Hutson and
Flora White Harmon. One brother,
Dewey Harmon, died April 22,
1987.
Mrs. Wilson is survived by her
husband, Garvin Wilson, to whom
she was married on Aug. 20, 1960;
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Lorraine
Harmon. St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs.

Grooms, Mayfield, and James
Grooms, Hazel; stepdaughter, Mrs.
Nannie Mae Arnett, Farmington;
stepson, Donald Patterson, Jackson,
Miss.
Also surviving arc one sister,
Mrs. Rosie Collins, Detroit, Mich.;
half sister, Mrs. Alice Gamble,
Jackson, Tenn.; half brother. Carmon Schultz, Mayfield; 21 grandchildren; six stepgrandchildren; 17
great-grandchildren; two greatgreat-grandchildren.
Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Elizabeth Oliver, Puryear Nursing
Home; three brothers-in-law,
George Wilson, Morris Wilson and
Wayne Wilson, all of Murray; one
nephew, David Edward Harmon,
Pottsdam, N.Y.; two cousins, Mrs.
Herman K. Ellis, Murray, and Mrs.
Joe Bruce Wilson, Hazel.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Mrs. Olivene Erwin
will be organist.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

C"
_
c

This
Weeks
Special

Large Hamburger,
—'French Fries & Med. Drink

'229
Special Good thru April 29
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.

Mrs. Mae Will Littleton
Mrs. Mae Will Littleton, 76, of
Hazel died Friday at 7:05 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband. T.B. Littleton, died
Sept. 7, 1974.
Born Jan. 28. 1913, in Henry
County, Tenn.. she was the daughter of the late Charlie Martin and
Lena Mitchell Martin. One daughter, Mrs. Ada Mae Perry, also preceded her in death.
Mrs. Littleton was a member of
Wayman's Chapel A.M.E. Church
of Murray and Chapter 55 of Order
of Eastern Star of Murray.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs▪.
William (Dimple) Pratt, Hazel; two
foster daughters, Mrs. Anita Kay
Woodard. Oklahoma City, Okla.,
and Mrs. Dolly Jean Martin, Atlanta. Ga.: three grandchildren, David
Capps, Brenda Capps and Clara
Mae Cole: one great-grandchild,
Darrell Cole.
Also surviving are three sisters.
Mrs. Ardilis Martin, Hazel, Mrs.
Charlie Bell Autry, Murray, and
Mrs. Autric Young, Metropolis.
III.; one brother. Curley Martin.
Overland, Ohio; several nieces and
nephews.

TJ's Bar B-CI & Burgers

The funeral is today at 3 p.m. at
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at
Hazel. The Rev. A. Taylor is officiating with music by the Union
Grove Church Choir.
Pallbearers are Tim Scruggs,
Edward Hutson, Harold Pittman.
Timothy Pittman, Elliott Vinson
and Darrell Bushrod.
Burial will follow in Hazel
Cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
NOTICE
VVIiii.. (:"1.1vv.114.,
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Dirt.

K8.K STUMP REMOVAL
IVIcrc harm .illy Rvia.v.•(1
2.11' • Deep

Free

Murray

Chestnut St.

753-0045

Inc.
Dwain Taylor Chevro et,Good
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
•I C 01•0••

.1.4•••••

h••••p

I.

Li

-u•

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

A"

•
***********
1986 Chevy Caprice Estate
SW., blue, loaded
$8,800.00
60 mo. @ $198.24 14.991r APR
***********

Treated Cross Ties
43f, 4343 Huh, Kemp
411

435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr

Mrs. Dessa
Shepard
Final rites for Mrs. Dessa Shepard were today at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. David
Brasher officiated. Mrs. Oneida
White was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Billy Edward
Tucker, Thomas Marvin Tucker,
John Tucker, Robert Williams Jr.,
James Williams and James
Grosswilei.
Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Shepard, 69, Rt. 3. Murray,
died Friday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Executive Product Showcase

Hello
Murray

Exhibits Open
1 0O - 6:00

We'd like to introduce ourselves. We're FLEET
MORTGAGE CORP. Our location in Murray is easy
to find & we're sure you'll want to find us. We are a
full service mortgage banker featuring:
Sallie Speaker
Branch Manager

/Competitive Pricing /Expert Counsel /Quality Service
We are ranked as one of the Nation's largest
mortgage bankers with offices in over 95 U.S.
Cities. We are happy to be a part of Murray & extend
this invitation to visit us soon.

VA, FHA and
Conventional
Fixed Rate
Financing

302A N. 12th
Murray

759-1372

—
.
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Murray State Curris Center
Wednesday, April 26, 1989

Fleet Mortgage Corp.

• •••••• • r

Presentations
1:(X) - 2:00 - Manufacturing AS/400
2:00 - 3:00 - Micro Channel vs. AT Bus
- Why OS/2
3:00 - 4:00 - PS/2 Architecture
- IBM Software Consortium
(Higher Education)
4:(X) - 5:00 - Desktop Publishing / Image
5:00 - 6:00 - Interleaf Publishing
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Engineering applications will be demonstrated
on the RT.

A Member of Fleet Norstar Financial Group
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